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The Heavy Lift Helicopter Advanced Technology Component (ATC)
development program was conducted by the Boeing VertoL Company for
the U.S. Army 1rom July 1971 through July 1975. As a part of this
program, an ac'vanced rotor hub and upper controls system design
was developed and demonstrated to be satisfactory for application
to the XC!I-6Z' Prototype HLH, OVA,,-
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Block 20. Abstract - continued.

A full.y articulated rotor configuration employing elastomeric
bearings was selected for the ATC development. A preliminary
design phase included configuration trade studies, material
properties determination, and concept development tests.
Full-scale components wore fabricated and subjected to fatigue
&ad endurance testing as part of a demonstration test program.

4The ATC hub and upper control component development/demonstration
activities included the tlap/lag pitch elastomeric bearing,
frequency selective lag damper, and shear bearing development
effort:•; manufacturing techniques development; fretting inhibitor
evaluation; safe-life, fail-safe, and endurance testing of major
hub and upper control components; whirl tower tests; and integrated
rotor-drive system testu.(ý

Durinc. 147 hours of rotor-drivc system tests, there were no
mission affecting malfunctions of the hub and upper control com-ponentcs, and the demonstrated MTBF weL approximately two-thirds

that of the mature aircraft objective. With a normal relipbility
V'rowth program, the HLH reliabJlity objectives would be achieved.
Operating problems were identified during the DSTR program and
design solutions defined which were demonstrated in subsequent
testing. Incorporation of these and other design improvmernts
identified during the ATC program were scheduled for incorporation
in the Prototype XCH-62 aircraft components.

Both the ATC and Prototype programs were terminat'ad on 1 August
1975 by action of the U. S. Congress prior to completion of the
planned activities.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

OBJECTIVES

The primary objectives of the ATC Progr&m werd::

1. Demonstrate component technology to reduce developmet
risk applicable to a 22.5-ton HLH at the lowest total
HLH system cost.

2. Provide the Government with improved technology and
reduced risk for program definitinn for large payload
helicopters.

3. Advance level of industry expertise in HLH component*.

APPROACH

The purpose of the ATC Program was to seek maximum reduction
of technical and cost risk associated with the Engineering
Development of an HLH system through the design, fabrication,
demonstration and test of selected critical HLH compcnents.
Engineering Development or full-flight qualification of any
component or concept was not the purpose of this program.

The critical components of the HLH were determined to be the
rotor blades, hub and upper controls, drive system, flight
control system and cargo handling system. The scope of the
HLH ATC program was limited to these components, plus the
interface analytical activities necessary for the ATC com-
ponents to be considered suitable for subsequeot integraticn
with the complete aircraft.

The general arrangement of the HLH is shown in Figure 1.

HUB AND UPPER CONTROLS ATC PROGRAM

The Advanced Technology objactives for the hub and upper con-
trols components were aimed at increasing flight safety and
minimizing operating ;'rCe support costs by providing fail-safe,
simple, reliable, and lihtweight hardware.

9I
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A ful1y articulated rotor configuratioi employing elastomeric
bearinqs was sel-zted for ATC development. The use of an
*tastwmeric bearing at each blade to react radial blade forces
and permuL p;.tch, flap and lag motion eliminates the need for
lubricaLior, and provides a significant reduction in the number
of parts. Bcausxa of parts reduction and lower ,aintenance
man-hours, a significant reduction 4.n operating and support
costs shculd be realized.

All coq- nents vide designed to fail-safe design criteria so
that risk of catastrophic failure would be significantly
reduced or eliminated.
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2.0 DESIGN DEVELOPMEMIT

2.1 OBJECTIVES

Table 1 shows the objectives and casks initially established
for the hub and upper controls ATC program. The objectives
were later transferred into design requirements in the Prime
Item Description Documant (PIDD) for the HLH as summarized
below.

Mission reliability. At the time of initial operationalI
capability, the aircraft shall have at least a 97% probability
of performing a 2-hour mission once flight for tle mission
commences. Missiun reliability shall be based on "failures"
which the crew cannot rermedy while in flight or during a
15-minute ground turnaround using the onboard tocls and equip- Iment.

Operational availability. The aircro.ft shall have an opera-
tional availability or ready rate cf S0% or greater when the
average wartime utilization rate is 5C fliqht hours per 3
month.

Mean time between removal(s) of major dynamic components. The I
mean time between removals (MTBR) objecta.e for each major
dynamic component shall be 2000 operation hours at time of

Initizl Operational Capability.

TBO (time between over!,aul(s)). No repairable components shall
require scheduled removal for overhaul. Removal or replace-
ment will be "on-condition".

Fail-sa:Lety. The rotor hub and upper controls shall be de-
signed to 1e fail-safe through the use of multiple load paths
and/or :Low failure progressional rates and/or failure warning
systems. Failure warning means shall be designed into the
individual critical components and shall include but not be
limited to the following:

- Dual load paths externally inspectable

- Pressure-sensitive gages

- Incipient failure warning by changes in vibration level

- Incorporation of bearing condition indicating systems tu
detect incipient bearing detc-rioration.

13
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2.2 TRADE STUDIES

Configuration trade studies were conducted for several of the
areas of the hub and upper controls. The studies considered
weight, cost, and maintainability as the primary factors with
other factors peculiac to the item, such as the necessity for
special tools. The trade studies are contained in Reference
1 arid each of the trade studies is summarized below.

2.2.1 Rotor Hub Fail Safe Design

Three basic hub configurations were evaluated:

One-piece Offset Hub (Figure 2)
One-piece Strap Hub (FIgure 3)
Two--iece Offset Hub (Figure 4)

Six fail-sa.fe and one sale-life hub designs were derived in
this study from the three basic configurations. The single
safe-life (nonfailure) dusign, one piece offset hub was
studied only to determine the weight penalty for fail-safety
of the six safe-life designs. The type of warning system to
detect the first failure was not considered in this study as
it would be the same for any design.

Safe-life calculations assumed the following failures:

Design 2 - One-piece Offset Hub (Figure 2)

Either lead or lag side beam completely severed or
severence of one cap flange across the damper opening
in the Jag side beam.

Designs 3 and 4 - One-piece Strap Hub (Figure 3)

Either lead or lag side beam completely severed or sev-
erence of one cap flange across the damper opening on
the lead side beam. However, the glass strap on failed
b!am assumed to be intact aod capable of sharing CF load.

De;iigns 5 through 7 - Two-piece Offset Hub (Figure 4)

Cie of the four side arms to the crossbeam is completely
A0 Isevered.

The minimum weight was achieved by the safe-life (no failure)
one-piece offset hub. However this design was not considezed
as it could not sustain a failure. This design did show that
a weight penalty of 200 pounds or more is incurred by a
"fail-safe" design.

The minimum weight "fail-safu" design was the two-piece off-
set hub. The two-piece hub was the basis for the final design.

15
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FIGURE 4. 7WO-PIECE, FAIL-SAFE OFFSET HU2
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The upper and lower hub halves for each configuration are
identical and symmetrical about the horizontal centerline so
that either half ma; be used in the upper or lower position
on either the forward or aft rotor head.

2.2.2 Rotor Hub/Crossbeam Attachment

Three rotor hub crossbeam attachment configurations (Figure
5 were reviewed. Configuration A uses bolts in tension.
Configuration B uses vertical pins. Configuration C uses
horizontal pins.

Each of the attachment configurations was evaluated for weight,
complexity, accessibility, and design characteristics. Con-
figuration C, the horizontal pin connection, was selected as
the recommended desiqn approach for the HLH ATC rotor hub/
crossbeam attachment method because this configuration
provided:

"* Lightest weight
"* Lowest torque requirement
"* Use of standard tools for installation
"* Good accessibility
"* Fewest parts
"* No shimming required

2.2.3 Rotor Hub/Rotor Shaft Attachmaent

Fourteen configurations were studied. The features included
torque path through bolts or splines and thrust load through
bolts or a single nut, auld combinations of these. The three
principal configurations are shown in Figure 6 and described
all follows:

Configuration II - Lower hub flange bolted to transmission
shaft with large diameter bolts.

Torque and thrust carried by the bolts.

Confijuration III - Three-inch spline (centered on lower hub
flange) and thrust nut.

q-he spline transmits hub torque aad the thrust nut transmits
the lift load.
Configuration IIIA - Two 3-inch splines (centered on top

and bottom hub flange) and thrust nut.

Configuration IIA provides better load path distribution and
better access to thrust nut and preloaded bolts. It was selec-
ted from consideration of all evaluation parameters, and was
the basis for the final design.

19



2.2.4 Teflon Lined Spherical Bearing Vs. Elastomeric
Bearinqp for Pitch Links and Hub/Blade Shear

This study considered the choice of a centering type, non-
lubricated bearing capable of reacting vertical shear forces
due to pitch link load and blade inertia while at the same
time providing freedom of motion fir blade flap/droop, lead/
lag, and pitch, and freedom for blade radial motion under
deflections due to centrifugal force.

The candidates were:

Elastomeric Bearing - A bearing consisting of alternate
metal and elastomer :aminates molded into a single spherical
part. (See Figure 7for proposed design.)

Teflon-Lined Spherical Bearing - A bearing consisting of a
spherical stainless steel ball around which is swaged a
stainless steel outer race lined with a woven Teflon fabric.
Flap,/droop and lead/lay motions to take place at the spher-
ical interface of ball and Teflon liner. Similar lining of
tho bore of the ball with Teflon fabric in the fashion of
a journal bearing to permit pitch motion and unrestrained
radial movument of the. blade. (See Figure 8 for proposed
design.)

The Teflon-lined spherical bearing was selected for use as
the IiLH/ATC shear bearing. The Teilon-lined bearing is
smaller, lighter in weight, and less e2:pensive to develop
than the elastomeric bearing while providing all the advan-
tages of the elastomf. ic bearing.

2.2.5

A trade study was conducted of various designs of the loop
structure, which transmits the blade cenurifugal loads from
the pitch housing to the elastomeric bearing as shown in
Figure 18.

The study investigated the 13 pitch housing loop configura-
tions, and the 7 bearing attachment configurations shown in
Figuic 9. The configurations were judged for weight, fail-
safety, structural adequacy, and manufacturing difficulty.

Each configuration is discussed briefly below and sumniarized
in Table 2.

20
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Configurations I and II - One-piece, single pin loop/housing
attachment

These one-piece, forged titanium loop designs (with a fiber-
glass strap option) were light in weight and structurally
sound, but did not meet the fail-safe criteria.

Configuration III - Three-piece, single pin loop-housing
attachment

Similar in shape to Configuration II, this three-piece bonded
construction des.Ign provided fail-safety through redundancy.
Cavities between the sections would be used to contain a dye
or for a j.ressure system as a failure-indicating device. At
that time, however, blade control motions were increased,
ard Configurations I, II and III exceeded this new
clearance envelope.

Configuration IV - One-pioce, double pin loop/housing
attachment with glass strap

This design, a one-piece forged titanium loop with a fiber-
glass strap reinforced with a metal shear strip, was the

* heaviest of all configurations. The two-pin attachment
configuration, working as a rantilever beam, fits the clear-
ance envelope and is structurally sound, but the fiberglass
strap will not meet the fail-safety criteria.

Configurations V and VIII - Multiplh-piece, double pin,
loop/housing attachment

These three-and four-piece designs, similar to Configuration
III, were found to be heavy and difficult to manufacture.

Configurations VI, VII, X - Fiberglass, double pin loop/
housing attachment

These three configurations were an attempt to design a
composite loop using fiberglass uni and cross ply with
chopped glass and resin filler. These deiiyns could not be
made structurally adequate within the limited space available.

Configuration IX - Laminated, double pin loop/housing
attachment

This design uses approximately 40 titanium sheets bonded with
fiberglass plies to form a strong, stiff, and efficient (in
bending and torsion, section of a box shape The cavities
are pressure chambers for a failure indication system. This
design was judged complex and difficult to fabricate.
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Configurations XI, XII, XIII - Two-piece, bonded, double pin
loop/housing attachment

Similar to Configuration V, these designs use two forged
titanium channel sections bonded to form an I section.
Fabrication simplicity and some weight savings were achieved.
Configuration XII is a minor modification to Configuration XI,
reducing the weight by 25 pounds per aircraft. Configuration
XIII is a modification of the bearing attachment area, per-
mitting use of the Configuration C, Direct Attachment Method
(see Configurations F and G below). This combination results
in less overall wJeight, and was judged to have the best
chance of success.

Configuration A - Clamp design bearing attachment

This configuration clamps the housing loop against a f..ller
block on the elastomeric bearing plate. Since the system
depends upon friction alone to maintain orientation, there
is no positive transfer of pitch motion from loop to clamp.
Also, any loop failure originating under the clamp would not
be visible for inspection.

Configurations B, C_ D andE - Pin-type attachments

These configurations provide positive tran-fei n from
the loop to the bearing. Replacement of the " cessi-
bility to the elastomeric bearing, and simpli assembly
ar, the advantages of these designs, but they urred a
weight penalty.

Confiqurations F and G - Direct attachment

These configurations require a wider, and, therefoie, heavier
housing loop configuration to permit the use of attachment
bolts. However, the wAight of the combined loop and attach-
ment, Configuration XIII bolted to Configuration G, is less;
therefore:, this combination was selected.

Configuration XIII, the two-piece bonded titanium loop, in
conjunction with the direct bearing attachment, Configuration
G, was chosen. The rationale was:

"Simplicity ot Iabrication
"Best Weight Compromise

" Beat Load Path
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t
As the design was further defined, it was found that a ti ree-
element loop with the elements separated by an anti-fretting
layer of the Teflon fabric was structurally more efficient
than the two-piece bonded loop when evaluated against the
fail-safe criteria.

A single failure of the two-piece loop resulted in a doubling
of the load on the remaining structure and considerable
eccentricity in load application.

The three-piece design, shown in Figures 17, 18, and 20, has
the central element of approximately double the thickness of
the two outer elements. Failure of an outer element results
in much less eccentricity of load than with the two-piece design,
and the incruase in load on the remaining structure is only
a third. If the central element fails, the load is doubled
on the two outer elements but there is no eccentricity of
load so the design is again more efficient than the two-piece.
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2.2.6 Swashplate and Upper Controls

This study included:

Materials and construction of the swashplate
Swashplate centering device
Single arid dual clevis lugs

The combinations of swashplate material and construction
included two bearing diameters.

BEARING DIAMETER 42" 59"

CONSTRUCTION WELDED TWO-PIECE BOLTED WELDED TWO-PIECE BOLTED

MATERIAL TITANIUM ALUMINUM TITANIUM ALUMINUM

The centering devices considered were the ball/slider of the
CH-47, and four-arm scissors. Dual clevis an, single clevis

configurations of fail-safe actuator and pitch link attach-
ment lugs were studied. Although both configurations are
approximately equal in load-carrying ability, the single
clevis lug is recommended for the following reasons:

a Lighter weight I
* Easier visual inspection to find failed lug
* Can provide holes through center or lugs from swashplate

ring for pressure/vacuum failure monitoring

The two-piece bolt aluminum swashplate with centering scissors
was chosen to£ further design.

t I

Dual Fail-Safe Clevis Single Fail-Safe Clevis
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2.3 DESIGN DEVELOPMENT TESTS

Aik' Fatigue and endurance tests were conducted un representative
r.- specimt ns of hub and upper controls parts and features to

acquire design data and to prove the concepts. Results of these
tests are summarized below.

,.3.1 Titanium Hub Materials Test Suzinary

The titanium hub materials tcsts are repozted in Reference 2.

Engineering material properties were developed for a
9 x lb x 36-inch 6Al-4V titanium alloy billet £inish forged
in Alpha-ileta range and subsequontly processed to the solu-
tion treated and over.-aged (STOA) condition. These propelties
were obtained for application in the design of large
fatigue critical forged titanium helicopter dynamic system
components. Static strength, smooth and notched axial fatigue
strength, fretted fatigue strength, fatigue crack propagation,
and fracture toughness data were cbtained. Fatigue utrength
data which indicate the influences ot uhotpeening and the use
of coatings to inhibiL fretting were also obtained.

The titanitu alloy forging, procured to AMS4928, was sectioned
into blanks for test specimens. Each fatigue and fracture

J.o specimen was coded to indicate its original location within
the forging.

Both the forged billet and specimen blanks in .he machined
and nonmachined condition were subjected to ultrasonic,
penetrating radiation, liquid penetrant, and blue etch anodize
"inspections. These inspections did not reveal any significanit

.A -L material or processing anomalies.

The structure of the titanium forging used for tle atiqgue ane

fracture specimens can be metallurgically characterized as
large grained with sizes in the approximate range of 0.06 to
0.10 inch. The wicrostructure was comprised of elongated
Alpha platelets in a transformed Leta matrix. To a much
lesser extent, globular Alpha in a transformed Beta matrix
was observed.

The elements of this test program were structured to provide
inter-relating pieces of data often r,:quired in a particular
sequence. Each of the tests and the nore significant results
are summarized below.
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Fretting Inhibitor Evaluation Tests

The initial test involved the screening of 24 candidate
material-surface, condition-coating combinations with the
objective of identifying four systems with superior fretting
inhibiting oroperties for use with titanium. The candidate
systems were tested in a machine which produced oscillatory
relative motion at the interface between the titanium and the
coating or other specially process material surface. While
undergoing this motion, the interface surfaces were maintained
in contact through externally applied pressure. Coefficient
of friction aid wear measurements were determined at various
lifetimes up to 50,000 cycles. qased on these results, the
following four candidate coat4-, -re identified for further
use in fretting fatigue evalu sts:

* Teflon-Dacron Type L1276 - ave of Teflon and Dacron
impregnated with phenolic resin.

* Sermetel 72 - An inorganically bonded coating of 'Teflon
and molybdenur disulfide.

* Nylon 11 - A Corvel NCA77 fluidized bed coating

* Silver - An electroplated silver

The selection of the initial three systems above was based on
their demonstration of low wear and coefficient of friction.
The silverulate was selected on the basis of its wide use as a
fretting inhibitor for titanium in many F.erospace applications.

Shotpeeninq Process Evaluation rest

The influence of shotpeening on the fatigue strength of ti-
tanium was evaluated. Two candidate shotpeening processes,
differing nnly in shotpeening intensity, were applied to
three types of axially loaded fatigue specimens. Results of
LatiLyUEteisuot, notched, and fLettL.i1g U:.±-
mens indicated no clear superiority of one candidate process
over the other. More significantly, additional testing indi-
cated that shotpeenin3 did not appreciably improve the fatigue
strength of titanium over the range of conditions investigated
in this program. Improvements in mean fatigue strength at
5 x 107 cycles with a stress ratio of 0.05 were approximately
zero percent for smooth specimens, and five percent for
fretted specimens. An improvement in notched specimen
f;at-ilqu strength -ould not le clear'., identified.
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Mean Stress - Alternating Stress Relationship Fatique Test

The presence of a steady tcnsion stress was found to signifi-
cantly influence the fatigue strength of the forged titanium
material. Increasing the s.-eady tension stress on smooth
specimens from zero ksi to 25 and 50 ksi resulted in 65 and 70
percent reductions, respectively, in the average fatigue
strength at 5 x 107 cycles. This same general trend was seen
in the notched fatigue strength data. This data is summa-
rized in the modified Goodman Diagram of Figure 10.
Although insufficient testing was conducted to enable complete
definition of similar diagrams for shotpeened material, trendssimilar to the non-!hotpeened material would be expected.

Fretting Fatigue Test

The relative fatigue strength of titanium when subjected to
fretting env ironments of various severity was investigated
u.sinq pin-ended link specimens. Baseline data was collected
on specimens having a steel bolt bearing directly on the
titanium bore. Other groups of specimens utilized steel
interference fit bushings with the outside bushing diameter
coated with one of the four candidate fretting inhibitors
identified previously. At 5 x 107 cycles and a stress ratio
cf 0.05, the meen fatigue strength of the specimens with
coated bushings was greater than that of the specimens without
bushings. Of those specimens with coated bushings, those with
Sermetel 72 fell in the toý of scatter indicating a mean
fatigue strength at 5 x 10 cycles which was approximately
30 to 20 percent greater than that of the specimens with
Nylon, Silver, or Teflon-Dacron coated bushings.

Detailed metallurgical examination d:Lnclosed some fretting on
the bores of those specimens with Seriaetel-coate& and silver-
plated bushings. On the Nylon-coated bushings, a localized
buildup of the coating at the bushing edges indicated that sume
ext• 'sion of the coating had occurred. All bushing coatings
showed wear to some degree.

Fracture Toughness Test

The determination of fracture toughness proved to be highly
sensitive to test techniques and material characteristics.
Tests utilizing four-poinc bendin, specimens were conducted
according to the requirements of ASTM Method E399-70T. The
majority of tests did not yielO valid measurements of plane
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strain fracture toughness. The primary causes of invalid

-M results were nonuniformity of crack front and fatigue pre-
crack length in excess of the maximum permitted by the test
method specification. From the valid tests, a plane strain

. fracture toughness, Kic, of approximately 100 ksi YT3n. was
- determined at -65 0 F.

Fatigue Crack Propagation Test

Fatigue crack propagation tests were conaducted to investigate
the influences of stress ratio, enviro.unent, loading fre-
quency, and grain direction on the fatigue crack growth rates
of the titanium forging material. The expected trend in
crack growth rates and stress ratio was seen. For a given
value of the stress intensity range, AK, the fatigue crack
growth rate increased with increasing values of the stress

,_ ratio, R. This trend was seen in the data for specimens
tested in air and for specimens tested in a 3.5 p4.rcent salt
solution. For comparable conditions, crack growtAi rates in
the 3.5 percent salt solution ranged from approximately the
sante to three times the rates in air. No significant influ-
ences of loading frequency were seen over the range of 4 to 30
Hz which was investigated in this program. Similarly, longi
tudinal and transverse specimens yielded approximately the
same crack growth rates for the conditions evaluated. The
majority of specimens exhibited considerable crack branching.
The primary cracks in a few specimens gre' in such a mannec
as to propagate almost parallel rather th.an pexpendicular to
the loading. This phenomenon has tentatively been attributed
to the properties of the large grain structure.

During the course of the program, it became evident that
optimum mechanical properties, especially high--cycle fatigue
strength in the presence of steady tensile stress, could not
be consistently achieved or regulated in large titanium
forgings without controls in addition to those of AMS 4928.

% This conclusion was based primarily on the experiences and

emerging practices of the industry, but was reinforced by the
mean stress/alternating stress (Goodman diagram) data ob-
tained in this program.

While the majority of data and trends obtained in this test
program are felt to be representative of large titanium
forgings, there are instances where potential exists for
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achieving more favorable properties by closer control of the
forging process. Specifically, the trend of the alternating
stress/mean stress diagram is felt to be controlled by the
amount of work and associated macrostructre and microstructure
of the forging. Obviously, a forging material which exhibits
a small, rather than large, decrease in fatigue strength with
increasing tensile steady stress would be advantageous for use
in helicopter rotor components.

Since these components are generally sized for a conditdon of
fatigue loading in association with a steady tensile load,
the resulting component weights are highly dependent on how
the fatigue strength of the material varies as a function of
steady tensile stress. In order to realize and maintain
consistently favorable mechanical properties fot fatigue
critical helicopter dynamic system uomponents, a specifica-
tion for premium quality titanium forgings was prepared.
This specification, Reference 3, covers the material and
process requirements for triple melt premium 6A1-4V titanium
alloy forgings and establishes the control requirement:- foli
the various processors involved in forging manufacture.

KE
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2.3.2 Fail-Safe Pitch Link and AtLachment TerAts

The Fail-safe Pitch Unk and Attachment tests are reported in
Reference 4,

2.3.2.1 Pitch Link

The fail-safety requirement of the Model 301 pitch link,
Figure 11, is met by the provision of dual. load paths (a
primary and a secondary) each comprising upper and lower rod
ends connected by left- and right-hand threads to a turn-
buckle. The primary patn is the outer and has forked rod ends
which enclose those of the secondary load path. The rod ends
of the latter have a clearance fit with respect to the outer
race of the spherical bearings and thus remain unloaded until
a failure of the primary pexmits the outer race to make con-
tact with the lug of the secondary rod ends which then
carries the load.

The primary and sepondary load paths are each designed on the
same basis as safe-life parts with fatigue life requiranionts
of 3600 and 100 hours, respectively, referred to the mission
profile.

The objectives of the test were,

9 Detcrmination of the loads required to fail the primary
load path.

a Confirmation of the ability of the secondary load path
to pick up the load on failure of the primary,

a Determination of the loads required to fail the
secondary load path.

9 Determination of the modos of failurc.

* Identificzition of which of the two load paths is pr,',uary.
(This identification is Predetermineci by the design.)

In flight, friction in -ý_he ball joints results in the appli-
ct%+-ion of end moments to the link. Bending moments are also
induced by column effects wban the link is loaded in compres-
sion, so that the turnbrckle tends to be critical under this
type of loading; whereas the rod ends are sensitive to tensile
mean loads. It was, therefore, necessary to investigate the
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effect oE both . tensile and a compressive mean load. Two
specimens were tested, the first with a tensile, and the
second with a compressive mean load.

The specimens were instrumented and mounted in a heavy frame
installed on a Weston-Boonshaft and Fuchs fatigue test
machine. To represent the effects of the friction end moments,
the specimens were set up with special fittings in the rod
ends to apply the load with an offset of 0.3 inch from the
central adis of the link.

Testing was conducted in a series of constant amplitude runs
of approximately two million cycles, load being increased
after each run-out until failure occurred. At this point,
the load level was reduced and the process repeated until
both load paths failed.

Specimen 1

This specimen was tested with a tensile mean load (Load Ratio,
min/max = -0.5). The first crack developed in the ring por-
tion of the primary rod end. To accelerate the test, the
ring was cut through near the crack and the procedure repeated
until both rings of the primary rod end had completely failed.
As failure of the primary load path progressed, load was
transferred to the secondary path which, in turn, failed in
the threads connecting the rod end to the turnbuckle.

Specimen 2

The second specimen was tested to investigate the consequences
of a primary turnbuckle failure, and testing was conducted at
a load ratio of -2.0. The primary turnbuckle was notched on
the outside surface opposite the run-out of the internal
thread. When it was found that high-level alternating loads
failed to cause a crack to propagate from the notch, the

turnbuckle %as cut through and testixig continued until the
secondary load path failed. The mode of failure, wear of the
threads, was the same as that of the first specimen.
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Because of the difference in load ratio, the endurance
limits of the primary rod end and turnbuckle are based on
test results o"• a single specimen. In the case of the
second;-ry load path, the differences in load ratio merely

Ochanges the direction of mean load on the threads so that

%The two results may be combined to determine the mean
strength. Thn table below compares the results with pre-
dictions of the endurance limits needed to achieve the
required faLicue lives.

Test Endurance Required Endurance
Limit - Lb Limit - Lb

* Primary (M -30')

A Rod End (R = -0.5) + 5200

(R = -2.0) + 8400 + 6360

2 Turnbuckle + 5200

Secondary M -+0) + 4360 _ 4420

Since the failurcs were precipitated by fretting between the
lug and the bearixng outer race, the endurance limit can be
improved without :eiyght penalty by the incorporation of
anti-fretting mat.-rial at the affected interface. Also, a
slight adjustmetiL of soeondary load path thread engagement
will bring the strenw-th of the secondary load path to the
required level., It sh,'.uld be noted that the total test
cycles applied between observatior of the first crack in
the rod end of specimen #1 and complete rod-end failure are

ffj equivalent to the cycle accumulation of over 700 flight hours
at operating rpm.

The test proved conclusively that the dual-load-path concept
will provide ample time for the detection of a pitch link
failure.
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2.3.2.2 Pitch Link to Swashplate Attachment

Fail-safety of the attachment of the pitch link to the
rotating swashplate ring is achieved by designing the struc-
tural components on the assiunption that a failure has occurred.
The principal elements are the attachmaent clevis, which is an
integral part of the aluminum alloy swashplate, and the bolt
conne.cting the pitch link to the clevis at th. rod end ball
joint (Figure 12). Both the bolt and each lug of the
clevis are designed to meet the 100-hour post-failure fatigue
life requirement in the event of a failure of either the
opposite lug or of the bolt, broken in such a location that
the load can only be transmitted to oxne lug. During this
100-hour interval, it is expected that The first failure will
be detected by visual inspection. Sincu the bolt ia totally
enclosed when assembled, it is made with a hollow shank con-
taining a quantity of dye-penctrbnt fluid, the escape of
which indicates the presence of a crack in the bolt.

The test objectives of this test were identical to those of-
the pitch link test. Since the attachment is not of dual-
load-path design, it is appropriate to refer to "intact
structure" and "structure with single failure" instead of
"primary load path" and "secondary load path", respectively.
(The objective of confirming the ability of the secondary
load path to pick up the load is automatically met and the
identification of the primary load path is irrelevant.)

The swashplate attachment was tested to investigate the pre-
and post-failure capabilities of both the clevis and the bolt.
It was, therefore, arranged that one specimen should represent
a lug failure and the other a bolt failure.

Motion of the pitch link around the tilted swashplate causes
angular oscillations which result in alternating loading in
the direction of the bolt axis. To account for this, the
specimens were loaded through a dummy pitch link having a
60 inclination to the vertical. They were mounted on the
same rig as was used to test the pitch links and subjected to
a similar loading procedure.

This testing is also reported in Reference 4.
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Specimen 1

This specimen was tested at increasing load levels until
cracks appeared in the lugs. These originated at the lug
interfaces with the bushings and wore first observed when
they had extended beyond the bushing flanges. Testing was
"continued at reduced load levsls to check that the rate of
crack propagation was acceptably low and it was found that
the lug carrying the lateral lead had a considerably higher
propagation rate than the other. When the laterally loaded
lug was practically suvered, it was cut through. The load
was again reduced and the remaining lug tested until failure
was virtually complete. The bolt did not fail.

"Specimul 2

Testing of the second specimen was begun with the bolt notched
in order to initiate a failure and to prove the effectiveness
of the dye-ponetrant method of failure indication. Following
the same loading procedure as waoi ac~opted wiLh the first
specimeni, testi-g continued until dye was seen to be leaking
around the bolt washer, showing that the crack had reached
the bore surface of the bolt. At this point, the bolt was
cut through and the remainder of the test carried out with
the load transmitted through the remaining part of the bolt
to one lug. The test was concluded when the loaded lug
failed. There was no other bolt failure.

Comparison of derived and required endurance limits as
follows:

Test Endurance nequired Endurance
Limit - Lb Limit - Lb

Structure Intact
(M -.34')

Clevis + 5,450 + 4,020
Bolt + 8,590 4+ G;80

Structure Failed
(M -it)

Clevis + 2,750 + 2,390
Bolt + 4,590 * + 4,530

* Bolt failures are based on run-outs.
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4. It should be noted that the cycles applied to Specimen 1 in
the crack propagation phase represent more than 700 flight
.aours at 156 rpm.

The tests indicate that a joint of this type, designed to
meet the case of partial failure, can provide a safe interval
within which failure detection is possible. It is also clear
that the application of airti-fretting material to the clevis
bushings and improving th .r fit will result in weight reduc-
tion in the final design.

2.3.3 Frequency Selective Lag Damper

One of the advanced technology concepts which was evaltiated
"under this program is a frequency selective lag damper (FSD).
The FSD concept increases the damping efficiency and reduces
the damper force, thus permitting substantial rotor weight
redLction.

The FSD concept development consisted of three phases:

a. Analysis and laboratory testing of a breadboard con-
figuraLion usinq a modified CH-47C damper.

b. Design, fabrication and development testing of an
HLH size FSD.

c. Rotor testing of the HLH frequency selective dampets
on the Whirl Tower and Dynamic System Test Rig.

The function of the blade lag damper is to prevent a buildup
of bl .de motion at the lag natural frequenlcy (approximately
a per rev on the JILH). A tendency toward blade resonance

may occur cn the ground at takeoff (ground resonance) or at
certain flight conditions.

Conventional hydraulic blade lag dampers are most effective
for the ground resonance condition where the blade motion is
predominantly at the lag natural frequency. During forward
flight, the bi3de has a large one-per-rev velocity super-
imposed on the relatively low ¼-per-rev velocity as illus-
trated in Figure 13.

Since the damper forces in a conventional lag damper are
proportional to the total blade velocity, the damper
effectiveness is very low for tdis condition as will be
shown.
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The damper force during forward flight (Figure 13) is

out of phase with the 1-per-rev component during part of each
revolution (300 to 600, 900 to 1100, etc.).During these
portions of the lag cycle, energy is introduced into the rotor
system at the lower frequency as indicated by the decline in
the damping energy levnl shown in Figure 13. Thus the net
energy available at ¼ per rev for control of aeromechanical
instability is reduced.

The frequency selective damper (FSD) is intended to prevent
degradation of damping available to oppose ¼-per-rev motion.
This is achieved by preventing energy introduction into the
rotor qystem at the ¼ per rev frequency by allowing the piston
to displace without exerting a damping force whenever the ¼-
per-rev velocity is out of phase with the total velocity. The
FSD concept increases the damping efficiency of a standard
damper in suppressing forward flight instabilities by 56%.
Thus, an FSD needs 56% less capacity than a standard damper,
permitting force output, damper weight, and size of the rotor
hub components to be reduced.

A frequency selective damper is illustrated schematically in
Figure 14. The damper cylinder, preload valve, check
valves, and associated interconnecting fluid passage:: comprise
a conventional preload type lag damper. The control valve,
control cylinder, orifices and interconnecting fluid passages,
and th control rod spring comprise the frequency selective
elements.

Connection of the control valve to the damper is such that the
flow bypasses the preloaO valve of the damper when the ve-
locity of the damper piston and the control valve displacement
are out of phase (one retracting and one extending). When the
damper velocity and valve displacement are in phase, fluid is
forced across the preload valve of the damper. Therefore, if
the valve displacement is in phase with the ¼-per-rev velocity,
the required seliucive loading and unloading of the damper
previously discussed is obtained.

The frequency selective lag damper "breadboard" development
bench testing is reported in Reference 5. The objective of

this program was to demonstrate the frequency selective damper
tFSD) concept, This included the specific objectives of:
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a. Determination of performance in both the FSD (mixed
frequency) and non-FSD (single frequency) modes

b. Investigation of sensitivity to system parameters

c. Correlation of analytical and test results

This test program was conducted on a laboratory model, con-
sisting of a CH-47C lag damper (P/N 114 H 6800) with an
externally mounted frequency selective control, to determine
the performance and parameter sensitivity of a frequency
selective (FSD) blade lag damper. Single frequency tests,
and mixed frequency tests using a 1/3-per-rev subharmonic
frequency, (1 per rev = 3.78 1Hz) were conducted for both the
FSD and non-FSD configurations.

The test program successfully demonstrated the frequency se-
lective damper concept. Under mixed frequtency conditions at
"a one-to-one input displacement ratio, the FSD produced a
100% increase in the 1/3-per-rev subhurmonic energy dissipa-
tion for phase anglea of 00 and 900. At. a phase angle of
1800, a 54% increase in the 1/3-per-rev energy dissipation
was obtained. It was concluded, therefore, that the FSD

A: Lffers a significant improvement in mixed frequency damper
performance.

Overall, the analytical correlation was good to excellent
once the basic (non-FSD) damper characteristics wore matched.
The poorest correlation for the FSD configuration wa-; I
obtained Cor 1800 phase. Based on an eixamination of the test
waveforms, iLtas concluded that the FSD performance ;t 1800
phase is highly sensitive to 1--)th the valve motion and the
valve shaping (area vs. stroke relationship). This was con-
firmed by analytical results which ;hcwed a substantial varia
tion in damper performance with nainor variations in valve

* shaping.

As a result of this teat program. it was recognized that in a
prototype FSD design, a symmetric control cylinder piston
(equal areas) and essentially equal. control cylinder volumes

was required.
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2.3.4 Pitch Link Bearing Comparative Test

Teflon fabric dry lubricant bearings were successfully intro-
duced in the helicopter rotor control system in the early
1960's. Performance of these bearings has continually been
improved as design and manufacturing techniques were developed.
The most recent dry lubricant bearing configuration used in
the CH-47C pitch links, for example (Boeing Vertol P/N
114RS318-2)is giving two to three times the life of the
bearing previously used.

The objectives :.f this test program were:

"* Evaluate two dry lubricant control system bearing
configurations under typical loads and motions and
under environmental ceoditions against the performance
of the baseline 114RS318-2 bearing configuration.

"* Develop a condition indicator for dry lubricant bearings

to aid in diagnosing bearing wear.

The test results are reported in Reference 6.

An important part of this program was the conduct of a bearing
Quality Assurance examination. This examination included de-
structive and nondestructive examination of test bearings in
an effort to find attributes that could be used as standards
in the evaluation of future bearing procurem! ent to assure con-
sistant performance.

This testing was done on the CH-47 swashplate endurance test
machine (Figure 15)as this makes possible testing with realistic
loads and motions applied to the bearings; i.e., steady plus
alternating bearing loads with cyclic misalignment. Pitch link
bearing wear values obtained in previous testing with this test
fixture correlated well with the wear data resulting from heli-
copter operatior. This test was done concurrently with the
Swashplate Bearing Condition Indicator, and the latter test is
summarized in the following section of this repcrt. All pitch
link bearings were tested under conditions representative of
the HLH!S expected service and simulated the environment found
to be typical for a helicopter rotor control system. The test-
ing consisted of cyclic tension-compression tests, with the
spherical ball nutating. Eight Teflon pitch link spherical
bearings were tested simultaneously to determine the bearing
wear and to establish life. The effects of temperature, sand,
and salt were established. The 114RS318-2 present design CH-
47C pitch link bearings were tested under identical conditions
to the candidate alternate bearings. Two of these had the
bearing wear indicator installed. This test determined the
comparative life of the bearings both in a dry environment and
also under a severely contaminated environment.
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The test bearing pressures, surface velocities and the
pressure-velocity product (PV) correspond to those of the
Modal 301 helicopter as shown in Table 3 below.

TABLE 3. PITCH LINK BEARING COMPARATIVE TEST LOADS

HLH Test Load, L,

on CH-47 Pitch
% Max. Max. Links to Simu- Brg. Surface

Test Load, Pressure, late HLH V Velocity PV
ITime L,Lbs. P, PSI Pressure ft/min Product

95 3250 1000 275 + 925 15 15,000
4290 1310 366 + 1220 15 19,00U

NOTE: p = LP• D XW

where L - maximum load, lbs.
D - bearing ball diameter, inches 2.5 inches
W r- beariny outer race width, inches = 1.3 inches

V= S x N

where S = surface travel of HLH ball surface under
load/cycle -. 0965 feet

N - cycles/minute of oscillation - 156 cycles/min.

Eighteen different groups of bearings were tested, reflecting
different manufacturers, procussing variations and materials,
These groups are described in Table 4.. Wear values varied
greatly from group to group.

The significant findings of this testing are:

1. The present production configuration of Teflon fabric
bearing (P/N 114RS318-2) manufactured by the Astro
Division, New Hampshire Ball Bearing Company gave the
•.most consistantly good performance and gave ao aquiva-
lent HLH life of 1150 hours to 0.007 inch wear (an
index value of wear not necessarily related to the
permissible pitch link wear of the HLH aircraft).

2. Processing problems appeared to be the most prevalent
reason for poor performance of the majority of other
bearing configurations.

3. The pitch link bearing wear indicating system was
not effective in determining bearing condition.
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This device, which worked on the electrical conduc-
tivity principle, was later found to be ineffective
because of a break in the electrical path intr-duced

-t in manufaicture. Further development of this a~ciple
is required fo prove or disprove the practical, y of
this approach.

The salt environment in which the bearings operated was the
concentration specified in MIL--STD-810. That method of testing
is accelerated for corrosion testing. It was not possible
to correlate the test environment to real oceanic atmospheric
conditions. The sand and dust test attempted to provide more
realistic conditions. The concentration of sand and dust was
within an order of magnitude greater than observed condition7,
at the rotor hub location on the helicopter. Operation in
the sand and dust environment with one exception showed negli-
gible increase in wear, indicating that no unusual operationaZ
maintenance problems should be expected because of this
environment.

:.t
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2.3.5 Swashplate Bearing Condition Indicator

One of the ATC tasks was the evaluation of methods of diagnosing
swashplate bearing conditions. The ability to detect swash-
plate bearing failures at early stages of defect progression is
desirable from a reliability viewpoint and to help prevent
catastrophic failures. Since the swashplate bearing perform-
ance is critical to flight safety, better methods are desirable
for dttecting incipient failure of this bearing. This program
task evaluated the following:

9 Acoustical Pickup

* Vibration Sensors Accelerometers and Siiock Pulse

a Temperature Sensors

This test is reported in Referet"',- 6.

Ew Thu acoustic emission technique utilizes the phenomenon that
most materials emit sound waves durinq deformation and that
these sound waves provide information on the deformation cha-
racteristics of the material and, in addition, provide a warn-
iny of impending failure.

A sensitive piezo-clevtric transducer is used to detect the
low,-level sound waves that occur as a result of the acoustic
emission phenomenon. The sound waves are of very short dura-
tion and of a variable amplitude; i.e., the waves have the
predominant characteristics of a variable amplitude impulse,
time function.

Data (events per unit of sample time) was sampled at regular
intervals and plotted against test time with an increase in
the number of e,rents per unit of sample time indicative of
bearing damage.

Vibration Sensors

Accelerometers - Three accelerometers for detecting vibration
hevels were installed on the swashplate assembly. The trans-

ducers were arranged so that the vibration levels normal, radial
and tangential to the bearings could be determined. The vibra-
tion levels (peak g's) were indicated on a panel meter and
"periodically monitored for evidence of swashplate bearing de-
terioration.

SKF MEPA-10A Shock Pulse Mater - The SKF shock pulse meter is a
.iagnostic instrument for use in determining and defining the

condition of rolling element bearings %hile inLtalled in their
operating environments. With the aid of the shock pulse meter,
the shock emission envelope of the bearing is constructed by
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measurement of rate of emission of shock pulses versus level of
the nmitted shock. The change in shock level in relation to
time of operation provideu an indication of bearing surface
damage. The rate profile of shock emission gives a measure of
extent of damage and may be used to determine the propagation
of the damaqed area. Typically, three general types of curves
are generated.

* Existence of foreign matter in the lubricant is
diagnosed from a plot of having high rates of
very small shock levels.

* A dry bearing or rollinc element damage may be
indicated by a curve shape with very low rates
of very high shock levels.

* A curve shape which starts to fill out having a signi-
ficant rate of shock is indicative of bearing damage.
The spread in shock lcvel with rate illustrates
that there is a spread of shock emission level with
the way each individual rolling element encounters
the damage or wear product.

Piezo-electric crystal transducers were installed on the swash-
plate assembly to detect the shock signal. The signal was then
processed by a signal conditioning electronic package with a
data readout meter. For optimum performance, the transducers
should be in a direct line to the bearing. This was not possible
to accommodate on the available swashplate.

Temperatuve Sensors

Thermocouples were installed at two locations on each bearing
row of the swashplate bearing. Temperatures were continually
monitored.

Test Summary

The bearing failure detection device was evaluated on a back-to-
back swashplate test rig shown in Figure 15. This test
evaluated two CH-47C swashplate bearings simultaneously. Total
test time for the rig was 3000 hours. Two new bearings were
tested for 1000 hours each for baseline infor.mation or, the
failure detection systems ind to determine if any degradation
could be observed. No sign of deterioration was visible after
the initial 1000 hours. The beai ny from the lower swashplate
assem)kly was mechanically etched in an attempt to generate a
bearing failure and reinstallud for continued test. A bearing
which had been in helicopter service for approximately 700
hours was installed in the upper swashplate asse...bly, This
service bearing had evidence of corrosion pitting on the race-
way and ball surfaces when installed. After the salt spray
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test (2200 hours total test time), the swashplates were again
disassembled for inspection. The inspection showed that the
swashplate bearing from the upper assembly had a spalled area
approximately 3 inches long on the rotating ring (Figure 16).
There was no apparent damage on the lower swashplate assembly
bearing. Inspection at the conclusion of the test program
showed that the size and severity of the spalled area of the
upper swashplate bearing had not changed noticeably
and the lower swashplate bearing still had not failed. Both
swashplate assemblies had been regreased at the end of the 1000-
huur and 2200-hour inspections. The failing condition of the
upper bearing provided a test for the indicators.

r
Test Results

The general trend of tht, acoustic emission data is such as to
indicate increasing damale with time. It cannot be shown,
however, that the information is entirely the result of swash-
plate bearing damage. The data shows one period in which the
emission from the vicinity of the lower bearing reduced greatly.
This is inconsistent with normal rollinu element bearing per-
formance which does not show an appreciable improvement with
age.

During two test periods, the acoustical emission signals
were detected at high rates and appear to correlate to the
pitch link bearing condition. One period occurred at approxi-
mately 2200 hours of testing after a salt spray environment
had resulted in extreme wear of all pitch link bearings. The
seci •d period occurred at 2500 hours of test when experimental
pitkn link bearings were installed which had metal-to-metal
bearing surfaces as opposed to the conventional Teflon fabric
lining.

The detection devices relying on a shock or vibration signal
were also ineffective in isolating swashplate bearing deterior-
ation. These signals sensed information from the total test
system, the two swashplate assemblies, the connecting piLch
links, drive linkages and the test rig drive system components.
The signal from the spailed area of the upper bearing could not
be isolated from the many other shock and vibration signals
originating from the test system. This. was due in- part, to the
physical location of the transducers which were not in the op-
timum location for monitoring bearing information only: the
shock pulse transducers particularly are known to be highly
directional in their signal sensing capability. Deterioration
also appeared to be masked by the magnitude of the signals
originating from the pitch link bearings.

A! a rolling element bearing fails, it would be expected that
a pattern develop in shock information to describe the mechaizism
of the behavior of the damaqe. In the case of grease lubricated
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bearings, it might be expected that a high shock value would
decrease as the edges of the damage are polished by the rolling
elements. One might also expect the rate of change of the
shock amplitudes to be relatively small. The signals recorded
indicate a high rate of change of shock amplitude values which
would be more indicative of pitch link bearing wear than I
swashplate bearing deterioration. The 1000-hour swashplatebearing inspection did not indicate any bearing deterioration

that would cause rapid changes in shock amplitudes. During
this same time span, however, there were many pitch link bearing
replacements which could result in changes i,L shook amplitudes.
Similar signals were recorded during the 2200-to 2500-hour
time frame. The predominant contribution to shock amplitude
changes was probably pitch link bearing wear and not change
in the swashplate bearing condition.

Thermocouple measurements were taken and temperature histories
were recorded during 2800 hours of the test program. During
the final 200 hours, the sand and dust environment caused the
temperature sensing circuit to fail with the result that there
is no reliable temperature indication for this portion of the
test program.

Temperature records show no positive indication of a swashplate
bearing failure. Variations in operating temperature appeared
to coincide with the following est events.

1. Operating temperature rises of 10 to 30 degrees
occurred after each bearing relubrication.
(1000 and 2200 hours). The temperature then
returned to the previous operating level.

2. Temperature drops of fifty degrees occurred during
the salt spray testing, possibly due to the improved
cooling by the moist atmosphere.

3. Temperature increases of 10 to 20 degrees occurred
during the elevated temperature (125*F) testing.

None of the bearing condition monitoring devices were able to
detect deterioration of the upper swashpiate bearing with any
assurance.
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2.4 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The HLH rotor hub and upper controls design that evolved from
the trade studies and design development test was the basis
for hardware for component and system tesLing.

The Heavy Lift Helicopter has a four bladed fully articulated
rotor head assembly as shown in Figure 17. A sketch of the
assembly is shown in Figure 18. The rotor blade attaches to
the titanium pitch housing via two titanium pins. The pitch
housing transfers radial loads to a spherical elastomeric
bearing through a titanium loop assembly. An integral
(pitch) arm on the pitch housing provides a reaction point
for rotor blade pitching moments. Another integral portion
of the pitch housing, the shear shaft permits the reaction
of loads normal to the blade axis, through a spherical Teflon
fabric shear bearing.

The elastomeric bearing is designed to react all radial blade
forces and permit pitch, flap and lag motions. The bearing
consists of bonded concentric spherical laminations of rubber

and steel. The end fittings are titanium. The bearing is
mounted so that rotor blade centrifugal force results in
compression of the elastomer while pitch, flap and lag motions i
produce shear deflections.

A titanium crossbeam transfers loads from the elastomeric
and shear bearings into the hub assembly. Two titanium plates
form the central hub assembly. These plates are splined to
the rotor shJt and both they and the crossbeams are inter-
changeable between the forward and aft rotors.

A lag damper is attached to the hub, and a fitting at the
blade root end. In addition to its required damping function,
thc damper provides stops for lead and lag motion. Flap and
drc stops at low rotor speeds are provided by a centrifugally
opeiated, spring loaded wheel, which slides on the pitch
housing shear shaft and contacts pads on the crossbeam. In
flight, the shear shaft itself would contact these pads.

The function of the upper controls is to convert the displace-
of the pilot's controls to the required degree of cyclic

and collective pitch change of the rotor blades. (Sae
Figure 19). A conventional swashplate arrangement is employed
and is raised, lowered or tilted by three hydraulic actuators,
the extension of which is determined by the fly-by-wire system
controlled by the pilot. The ac'uators, mounted on the trans-

mission cover, are attached to the stationary (inner) ring of
___ the swashplate around which the rotating (outer) ring revolves

on a double row angular contact ball bearing. Connected to
the outer rim of the rotating ring are the lower ends of four
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equally spaced pitch links whose upper ends3 are attached to
the four rotor blade pitch a~rms. Vertical movement of the
swashplate results in equal pitch changes on all blades/ and
tilt of the swashplate produces an approximately sinusoidal
variation of pitch angle as the blade performs a revolution
about the rotor centar.

The s~ashplate rotating ring is driven at rotor speed by a
drive scissors mechanism consisting of four scissors 'Linkages,
arranged at right angles, with their upper ends hinged to the
drive collar and their lower ends connected by ball joints
to lugs on the outer periphery of the swashplate rotating
ring. Internal splines on the driv~z zollar mate with those
on the rotor shaft. The axes of the hinge pins connecting
the upper drive to the collar and the lower arm to the upper
are parallel. The linkage can thus take load only in a
circumnferential direction and offers no resistance to verti-
cal or tilting motion of the9 swashplate. Three such linkages
spaced around the swashplate are sufficient to prevent in-
plane muvement. The addition of the fourth arm in a cruci-
form arrangement provides a redundant system which can
tolerate the loss of one arm.
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3.0 DESIGN CRITERIA AND STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

3.1 AIRCRAFT MISSION PK. E (FLIGHT SPECTRUM)

The mission profile (Table 5) used in the analysis is the same
as Lhat described in Reference 7 except for the modifications
described below:

1. The distribution of time spent in OEI flight, is trans-

ferred to full engine flight, since rotor blade and con-
trol loads are considered identical.

2. The expression of autorotative control reversals and
landings as a number per 100 hours rather than a percent
occurience, and the addition of this time to timew spent
in steatdy autorotation.

3. The addition of turns expressed as a number per 100

hours. These represent the transient portion of the
maneuver and are in a .dition to the turns represented
as a percent occurrence. The la';t:ur is considered as
representative of the stead--statc v:rtion of the turn.

3.: STRUCTURAL TESIGN CRITERIA

a Gross Weight and Maximum Load Factors

DESIGN GROSS ALTERNATE MINIMUM
ITEM WEI.GHT DESIGN G.W. .PLYING WT.

Gross Wt. 118,000 148,000 63,063

Limit Man.
Load Factor +2.5/-. 5C +2.0/-.5G +2.5/-.5C

0 Center-of-Gravity Rangu

Most Forward CG = 60 in. Fwd
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TABLE 5. DYNAMIC COMPONENT DESIGN FATIGUE LOADING

Condition Percent Time/Occurrences

Ground Cnnditions 1.0
Take Off (400)
Steady Hovering 30.0
Turns Hovering (2000)
Control Re- ersnls/Hovering (2000)
Sideward Flight 2.0
Rearward Flight 1.0
Landing Approach (750)

Forward Level Flight:

20% VI1  5.0
40Y/ VH 2.0
50% VH 2.0
60% VH 5.0
70% NIH 8.0

80% VII 9.0
'0Y/ VH 16.0
VH 1.0

115% V1  1.0

Takeoff Power Climb 3.0
Full Power Climb 4.0
Partial Power Descents (500)
Right Turns 2.5
Left Turns 2.5
Control Reversals (800)
Pull Ups (250)
Power to Autorotation (40)
Autorotation to Power (40)
Autorotation - Steady 0.5

Autorotation -- Left Turn 0.2
Autorotation - l, I c- 'hi1n 0 2

Autorotation - Control/Reversals 0.3
Autorot Lion Landing 0.3
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e Rotor Design Spe, Is

DESIGN RPM POWER ON POWER OFF

Minimum 155.7 140.1
Normal 155.7
Maximum 155.7 176.9
Limit 171.3 194.6 1

3.3 DESIGN CONDITIONS

(1) Fatigue - The loads used for fatigue analysis are de-
scribe,1 in detail in Referenct 6 and 9.

(2) Maneuver - Limit condition is a 2.5G symmetrical pull-up
with nose-up pitching.

G.W.: 118,000 lb.
C.G,: 60 in.fwd
A/S : 150 k.

(3) (a) Ground Flapping - 4,67G limiL for the hub component!;.
This condition is not critical for the control:;
because of the coincidence of lag and flap hinges.

(b) Blade Folding - The system shall withstand a 45-knot
wind from any direction.

3.4 FATIGUE METHODOLOGY

Fatigue Allowables

Tht S-N curves and Goodman diagrams for steel and titanium in
Fig-tres 23 through 25 were used for the safe-life fatigue
and fail-safe fatigue analysis.

Design Allowable Stresses

I" End. M - 3a * M - a *

Design Limit Non- Non-
Material CV Cycles Fretted Fretted Fretted Fretted

Steel .12 l0• +25000 +10000 +32000 +12800

Ti .13 5x107 +20000 + 6000 +26000 + 7800

Al .13 5x10 7  + 6000 + 2000 + 7930 + 2640

* Does not include Kt effects
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3.5 OTHYR REQUIREMENTS

Safe-Life

Safo-liffe is a des~igq philosophy applied to f~atigue critical
conmponents in which a serv.ice life is established and the co~a-
po!ýent i:s removed front service at or before t-his interval to
preclui:e catastrophi~c failures.. Fatigue design para.meters are
specified in Table 6.

Pail-safet

Fail-safety izi a design philosophy applied to fathiue critical
1,,0n1ponents in which features aru incorporated into the design
which will permlit the t-imely detection of fatigue dairaqe or
operational dct.erioration. Flight-critical upper cozitrol comn-
r'criur.Lý; and m~ost ot the hub components are designed to be fail-

k safe~.

The iail-ýýate rcl~u-rements of AR-56 shall be satisfied by fail-
ure detoc&Žc.ion devices, in.spection procedures and structural
redundancy. See Table 6 for complete criteria.

Awl)b.' cnt T.1era ture

All comiponunts shalil 1.) dtesiiyned tor operation at ambient tem-
peratures of -6 5 0 ' to 16011F. Uk.cause of the extrentely adverse
teffect of cold temncraturc-i on t~rl elaslomeric bearing spring
rates, it is a ,U-Ue thzit a bc:.ring warm-up procedure will he
fol lowed prior ft, nLtar~tirnq t~he roturs. This waria-up procedure
consistai of cYcli~n the col lectitve_ pitch lever, from '30 to ioO,
3 0 t inies . Onb' a uafiý-Iifv condition will be 'Tor~idered at

W3ad~e ~i~appiznq sthol btr in e by droop and flap stops.
Failure of. the stopi.; sl-all nut caust! a catastrophic failu-re
cf the ieoLur systemn.

T-1 +takeQ ativantarye ct the significan~tly h:.igher al.lowable fatigue
~tx. ais for rifnfrett.-d (v's. frot~ted) structures (R<cfexenze

Se~ction ti.S). all areas of possible metal-to-metai contact,
qxcijt some a~t nd pha.,e rprotucted against fretting.
'ýThe fi-cttiicq protect~ion arigi~nally used throughout the rotor
sy'stem wa6 a~ thin (.0005" thick), Teflon base dry film lubri-
ca;,t. witAi thu trade naxy:e, Surmetel 72. The coating is applied
to. .'he L~jhi,-.q otiter diam,ýteriu to proleet the lg.otsare niot
protected. a9.vinsL fretting since the curinq of Se~mutal 72
requires A' kaking proces's which rel ieven compressive r:es idual
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stresses under the bold head and reduces its fatigue strength.
Sermetal 72 was chosen as a result of fretted coupon testing
reported in Reference 2. Subsequent full-scale component
testing indicated that Sermetel was not a suitable fretting
inhibitor for the pressures experienced in the 1iLl! rotor head
components. The section describing the rotor hub develouments
discusses other fretting inhibitors used. All critical stress
locations with thet exception of bolt surfaces are to be pro-
tected against fretting. A coating or liner will be used for
this purpose.

3.6 LOADS AND ANALYSIS

Top-of-scatter loads have been used in design. For those cacm-
ponents which would be identical on both rotors, the higher of
for-ward or aft rotor loads, or the most conservative combina-
tion of both, was used. The derivation of fatigue design l.:ads
is shown in Appendix B of References 8 and 9.

3.(-.1 Rotor Hub Loads and Analysis

The rotor hub was analyzed to determine fatigue life 4nd ulti-
mate strength using the loads in Figurs 26, 2, 28, and
29. Figure 30 defines the loads used for the pitch housing
stress analysis. The struc'.ural analysis is reported in
Reference 8. Table 7 lists the minimum margins of safety
from this analysis.

3.6.2 Control Loads and Analy~iis

All upper control loadings are based on pitch link loads,,I.I
either directly, as in the case at the pitch links and swash-
plate, or as the result of somie kiner.atic derivation, as for
the drive scissors and actuator attachmtnts on the stationary
.washp.jate. The steady and alternating components are listedin Table 8.

In these derivations, where loading by all Lour pitch links
is involved, it is necessary that suitably phased pitch link
loads bh; applied. Foi this purpose, the pitch link waveform
shown in Figure 31 has been selected for design. It Is a
computed waveform appropriate to high-,speed level flight at

.1• V. with the rotor bladc stalled. ',' fo-, m :o- used in
all analyses with the mean and alternating values modified as
required.
The structural. an.;,ivq s ct the controls is reported in Refer-

ence 9. Table 9 licfts the minimum margins of safety from
this analysis.
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TABLE 7. MINIMUM MARGINS OF SAFETY - HLH ROTOR HUB

SAFE-LIFE FAIL-SAFECOMPONENT

FATIGUE PG. ULTIMATE PG. FATIGUE PG. LIMIT PG.
flub (Lug) 1.5 36 2.03 37 0 39 1.10 51

Crossbeam 4.29 57 4.44 58 .03 60 .30 63

Pitch Hcusing
(Blade Lugs) .12 67
(Pitch Link Lugs) .72 109
(Loop Lugs) .18 103
(Shear Shaft) .11 97

Inbd Damper .13 132 .64 136 N/A N/A
Bracket

Outbd Damper .56 146 .12 150 N/A N/A
Bracket

Hub/Crossbeam .92 154 .22 155 .30 158 0 159
Pins

Hub Nut .60 166 .32 167 N/A N

Blade Attach. 0 175 .44 180 3.4 184 .02 188
Pins

Loop Attach. .45 193 .17 193 .05 197 .43 198
Pins

NOTE: MS=0 indicates a Sate-Lite of 3601) hours or a Fail-safe
Life of 100 hours.

PG = paue r-wnber, Reference 8
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TA1LE 8. HLH/ATC PITCH LINK LOADS

118,000 LB. GROSS WEIGHT

Condition % Occuc.* Forward Rtor Aft Rotcr

Ground Conditions 1.0 -410 + 1220 -330 + 1000
Takeoff (400) -530 + IA00 -430 + 1,300
Steady H{overihg 30.0 -530 : 1600 -430 : 1,300

Turns Hovering (2]00) -610 + 1,840 -500 + is500
Hover Control Reversals (2.000) -610 + 1840 -500 + 4500
Sideward Flight 2.0 -1,100 3,300 -900 + 2,700
Rearward Flight 1.0 -1,100 3,300 -900 + 2,70C
Landing Approach (765) -1,100 + 3,300 -900 + 2,700
Jorward Flight

20% V 5.0 -4070 + 3200 -900 + 2650
40% 2.0 -4080 4- 3230 -900 ! 2,700
50% 2.0 -790 2,370 -650 + 1; 50
60% 5.0 -620 1,850 -500 t 1500
70% H 8.0 -670 - 2,000 -530 + 1,603
80% 9.0 -830 + 2.500 -660 7 2P00
90% V1 . 16.8 -1,070 T 3,U)0 -860 + 2600

.0 -1,370 T 4,100 -1,115 3,350
115tAH 1.0 -1,90 0 + 5,700 -1,570 + 4,7003.o -610 3 84 0 -500 -+ i,500

Climb, T.O. Power 4.0 -610 1 .840 -500 T 1,500
Climb. Full Power -6 --
Partial Power Descent (501) -820 + 2,540 -660 + 2,000
Turns 5.2 -1570 -_ 4,700 -1.290 C+ 2860

(3000) -6,120 + 6,120 -5j)00 + 5;100

Control Reversals (815) -6,120 + 6,120 -50J00 + 000
Pull Up (270) -8,200 + 8,0c -6)700 + G,700
Power tc. Autorotation (60) -1,370 + 4.100 -1,115 4 3330
Autorotation to Power (60) -4,900 4,900 -4,000 + ,),0O0
Steady Autorotation 1.1 -iD20 + 3,060 -830 ;- •500

Autorotation Turns 0.4 -1,570 + 4,700 -±'290 + 3.860
(160) -5230 + 5,730 -5,000 + 5.000

Autorotation Control Rev. (40) -5,730 - 5,730 -5200 0 5,000
Autorotatioi Landing (40) -3,300 - 3.300 -2,700 2,700

r Autorotarion Pull Up (40) -8,200 + 2200 -6790 + 6,700
Ground-Air-Ground (100) -5,710 + 5,710 -4,670 + 4,670
Pf.,cr Dive 2.5 -1,92.0 5,750 -1,570 + 45700

*Bracketed numbers are occurrences per 100 flight hours.
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TABLE 9. MINIMUM MARGINS OF SAFETY - HILH UPPER CONTROLS

MARGIN OF SAVE'tT

COMPONENT SAVE_ LIFE FAIL-'SAFE
P-ti•,ue ultimate• Fat u a.. timate

M.S. . .SI'M.S..S. p.

Pitch Link + .07 87 4 .23 91 + .01 107 0 113
Pi ch Link Bolt + .22 88 + .94 94 0 109 + .07 113

Swaswiplate;
Rotating Hing + .03 122 + .14 149 + .03 158 + .02 1b5

Stationary Hin,4 + .28 179 +1.52 181 +1.19 182 +1.38 188

Stationary Scissors:
Bolt, Transimisulon
Cover Attachmont + .17 190 + .09 210
Lower Arm + .08 197 0 212
iolt, Lower-to-
Upper Arm Attach. + .813 19a + .35 210

Upper Arm 0 201 + .03 221

ltrd End, Swashplat:e
Attachmuzit + .02 206 + .Ob 222

Fitting, Swashplate

Attachment + .14 208 +1.58 221

Centering Scissors:
Bolt, Drive Collar
Attachment 4 .69 226 + .63 241 + .05 252 + .51 257

Upper Arm 4 .37 231 + .41 243 + .27 254 + .31 258
Balt, LuwUL-Lo-Upp•Žr

Arm Attachment 4 .92 234 + .13 247 +1.16 254 + .05 260
&.,lwur Arm +1.77 2311 +1.32 248 +2.17 255 +1.14 260
Bulf, Swashplatu

At.tachimnt +1.3 240 +1.44 251 +1.33 256 &.1.29 260

Dr)ve Collair + .66 267 + .09 2 2691 - .92 271 4.16 2721

p. page nuorber, RefUrunce,1 q
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4.0 COMPONENT DEVELOPMLNT

The development of each hub and upper control component is
discussed in this section; the configuration, the function,
the construction, and the tests performed are considered. The
assembly and installation drawings are shown in Figures 20, 21,
and 22.

Certain features of several cu.-nonents are common and are de-
scribed here, and they apply unless excepted in the description.
Vor example, all titanium components arc made from 6Al-4V
titanium alloy in the solution-treated overaged condition.
Parts were strens relieved after rough machining, and iatiyue
critical parý_i were .- icot pet ned after final machining. The
Titanium Materials Tests showed that shot peening does not con-

cilisively increase the tatigue strength. Shot pFening is done
to nullify surface dcimaige occurrinq during machining that
would initiate lailures. All lastener holes, in both titanium
and alujiminum parts, that are asseumbly points were bushid with

17-4PU cerrosion-resistant steel. Attachment hardware, whe(r
size permitted, wao standard low alloy stee.l. Hardware con-
tacting titanium parts were corrosion resistanLt steel to avoid
-admium plating in contact. Initially, all bushings were
coated with Sermttel 72, an inorganically bonaled fluorocarbon
e-ont.ini incg molybdcInum disult idc, as a fretting inhibito'.
Ch'ain(eu to the fretting inhibitor utilized are described in
the toll(,wing seIctions. Fasteners lai'ger than standard hard-
warec weIre fabricated [rom i5-11Ph1 corrosion resistant Stecl.
This alloy was chosen because of the lowur occurrenc,; of inclu-
sions. Returuncu 10 prese',s the dutails ot the fabrication of
the liardwar-e. P1 a'rts were i abricatvd for- the complete' dermonstra-
tion I:otor which was ope,-.itfd on the whirl Lower and DSTR.
Additional p-rt:; were fabricated Ifo those itemsi tested as
cOmIIpOnellts, and for spars

4.1 IIUIJ AND CROSSBEAM

The hu], consists oi two identical plates with four clevises
Seach. The center body is splined to fit the rotor shaft. The

Aouter .d of .ach. cl.vis L bored for pins which attach the
crossbeam. The bushings in the hub clevises were machined to
final insid,; diameter and the flanges machined to a specified
dimension between the flanges. The; titanium crossbeam con-
figuration is a ring with four bosses which fit into tho hub
clevis. Bushinq ; are installed in these bosses in a similar
miannur to those in the hub lugs. The diametral fit of the pins
and the distance between flanges provide for interchangeability.
The shear bearing is located in the inner diameter of the cross-
bean ring and the elastomeric bearing is attached to the in-
board face. Tic' four shear pins connecting each crossbeam in
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thu clevis were retained by preload indicating bolts. These
bolts had a small transparent cover on the head with a fluid
inside the hollow shank. The appearance of the window changed
when the specified tension was applied to the belt.

The principal test of the hub and crossbeam was the fatigue
test reported in Reference 1i, which is su'nnarized in Table 10.
The first test revealed that Sermetul 72 was not an adequate
fretting inhibitor. The second test specimen was fitted with
separate sl.:ve bushings, and washers in place of thr. flanges.
Some bushings were covered with a Teflon Dacron fabric, which
has been use.d succe!,sfully; other bushin~gs were covered with

EP 15/FMI000, a Nylon epo.:y adhesive on a Nylon carrier cloth.
An aluminum bronze washer contacted each hub lug and crossbeam
boss between the pairs of bronze washers were a pair of
corrosion resistant steel washers, with tungsten carbide on
the sides that contacted each other. When loaded for the
fatigue test, the loads in the various joints varied widely.
It was concluded that the relative softness of the inhibitor
mat-_,rials was the reason, and they were abandoned.

The specitiun was rebuilt with sleeve Lushings of wrought alumi-
num bronze. A p, ', washers at each joint were coated with
plasma sprayud alti 1 bronze with Ekonol on the siae aqainst
the titanium, and , ;tun carbide on thu side against the
other washer. Failure of the heads of the shear pins caused the
pins to be redesigned from a semi-hollow head in which the
securing bolt was reces!;ed to a solid head. The bushing con-
figuration reverted to .A flanged design. Sermetel 72 was
applied to the cylindrical part of the bushing because failures
in the first test did not originate here. The underside of
the flange was coated with aluminum bronze-Ekonol because it
had performed well on the washers of the previous configuration.
This configuration was subject to endurance testing (flight
loads) and cne bushing, wa.u, removed and examined. No damage to the
titaniumi was seen, and the fatique test was perfor..i3d. It termi-
natv'l with failure of two hub lugs. Failure due co fretting
initiated at the edge of the cylindrical sur-ace of the bushing
and the undercut at the shoulder.

A third specimen was assembled with aluminum bronze-Ekonol on
Suuitdces of bushings which contacted titanium bLcause this

material performed the best of the inhibitor materials used
thus far. The shear pin was also coated with this material
because some distress had been seen or. the pins at the shear
line of the two bushings. This specimen underwent endurance
loaCing examination of bushing contact surfaces and fatigue
test. Failure in this test occurred in a crossbeam loss due
to fretting which had occurred in a previous test.
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Testing concluded that

* Fatigue testing of the 301-11168 hub and 301-11280-3 cross-
beam substantiates a safe life of 2645 hours for the HLH.
This is a conservative safe life because the failures were
induced by fretting at the endurance limit fatigue tesL
load levels which were substantially highei than flight
loads.

Aluminru bronze-Ekonol is the bEst fretting inhibitor for
this hub and crossb.eam configuration. This was demonstrated
by an endurance tesL where 258 hours of flight load were
applied to the specimen without deterioiating the fretting
inhibitor.

a The ability to carry limit load with one lug failed has been
demonstrated.

* Tbe hub-crossbeam configuration is satisfactory for flight
on the HILH prototype helicopter. The prototype crossbeam
would have; increasecd boss diameter, committed after the
first test.
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4.2 SHEAR BEARING

The shear bearin.g, secured in the crossbeavi, locates the in-
board end of the pitch housing and transmits loads prpendi-
cular to the blade axis to tJhe hub. The bearing permits motion
about 3 axes; 1E.ad-lay and flap rotates the ball in the outer
race: pitch rotation uccurs in thc "-'indricai bore in the
ball, The 440C corrosion resistant steel outt.r race was machined
to finished size, then fractured into halves. The inside of
this race is lined with Teflon-Lacron fabric. The ball-, machined
from the same steel allioy has a cylindrical bore which is also
lined with the same fabric.

Endurance tests were conducted on thrcu specimens,which is
reported in Reference 12. . The bearing was subjected to steady
plus alternating radial loads while beiny moved about 3 axes
representative of its application in flight. The environments
in which the bearing was tested include normal and elevated
ambient temperatures and sand and dust. The loading is shown
in Table 11 and the results in Table 12. Figure 32 shows
a liner which has completed testing.

TAOLE 11. LOAD AND MOTION SCHEDULE - SHEAR BEARING TEST

Load Misalignment Rotation Cyclic
Lbs. iFlap/Droop L.2ad/Lag Pitch Rate(RPM) Time

4249 + 4511 +50 +1.50 +110 156 88.46

i4854 + 7607 +50 +1.50 +110 156 11.536
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TABLE 12. ROTOR HUB SHEAR BEARING SPECIMEN SUI14ARY

Initial
Spec Cumulative Test Wear Wear-In
No. Hours Run fours Test Condition In/Hr Inches

3 0 to 301 301 Clcar at 193 RPM 15.4xi0 .0068
Fan on 600 Ft/Sec

301 to 1205 904 Clear at 156 RPM
30i to 1205 Fan on 600 ft/sec 7,5xlU-6

1 0 to 200 200 Sand & Dust at l3.7xl0-6  .0039
156 RPM

200 to 427 227 Clear Fan on 600 4.21xlC-6
Ft/Sec 156 RPM

427 to 557 130 High Temp no Fan 12.7x10-6

156 RPM

2 0 to 402 402 Clear _t 156 RPM 6.25x,10- .0058

_ _ Fan un 600 Ft/Sec

The testing concluded that:

a Using average wear rates and initial weajr-in, the HLH rotor
hub shear bearing can be expected to exceed its ierjuired
life of 1200 hours by a considerable margin.

* Initial wear-in is not related to in:'-ial tightness,
measured by friction torque, based cii only two relatively
loose and one relatively tight bearings.

* Operation at elevated temperature will increase the
wear rate.

* It is not necessary to protect the bearing from saad
and dust.
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4.3 PITCH HOUSING

The titanium pitch housing secures the blade at its outboard
end and transmits the blade centrifugal force to the loop
through lugs near the inboard end. Blade shear loads are
reacted at the shear bearing. An arm on the leading edge is
connected to the swashplate for pitch control of the blade.
The center body and pitch arm form a hollow chamber which is
evacuated. Passages through the radial ribs and the inboard
shaft are also connected to the evacuated center body. A crack
into the evacuated volume will cause the pressure to rise.
This condition is signaled by a visual indicator on the end of
the pitch arm. Corrosion-resistdnt steel sleeves are inter-
ference fitted on the two inboard shaft diameters so that the
droop stop ring and the shear bearing do not operate on the
titanium.

Fatigue tests were conducted on two aieas of the pitch housing:
the blade attachment lugs ancd the pitch arm. These tests are
reported in References 13 and 14, •espectively. For the
blade attachment lug test, the specimen was installed in the
fatigue test fixture at an angle of 450 such that equal flap
and chord moments could be apolied with a single loading as
shown in Figure 33. The load levels were as showrn in Table
13 and ;hree lugs were failed in the number of cycles shown.

A defect was deliberately introduced by an arc burn on the
bottom trailing edge rib of the second specimen- After a
total of 1.0 x10 6 cycles had been applied, this arc burn did
not induce a crack. Using a circular saw, a cut was then made
through the arc burn to a depth of .25 inch. This was subse-
quently increased in size to .62 inch to activate the delta pres-
sure crack detection system. This saw cut did not propagate
until a total of 1.394 x 106 cycles. The specimen was then
fatigued to the loads and cycles representing the flight spec-
trum. The specimen was then subjected to a static limit load
of simulated centrifugal force and a bending moment.

The analysis of the test results for the blade attachment lugs
indicate that they successfully demonstrate the safe life and
fail-safe life requirements. The fail-safe criterion requires
3600 hours :afu±life nd 100 hours of ..... . on f an
initial lug failure. Calculated lives for this joint are 4445
hours safe life and 116 hours in fail-safe operation.
The fail-safety of the rib section was demonstrated in. excess of
30 hours. In addition it was shown that a significant flaw,
in the form of a saw cut, could bp tolerated for relatively long
periods with no crack initiation.

The same two pitch housing specimens were used for the pitch
arm test. Th2 loads were applied to the pitch link clevis with
an instrumented link as shown in Figure 34
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The first specimen failed after 0.401 million cycles at the
initial load level of +7600 +7600 lbs. The calculated mean
endurance limit is 5120 lbs and the (M-3a) endurance limit is
3490 lbs, using a coefficient of variation of 12 percent. This
results in a calculated safe life of 850 hours on the att pitch
arm. The failure occurred where the pitch link clevis inter-
sected the unsupported pitch arm cylindec. No positive failure
indication by the crack detection system was observed. The
pitch housing was determined to be structurally deficient at
the failure location and was redesigned for the prototype
aircrafQ.

An initial photoelastic coating investigation was conducted on
the second specimen pitch arm, prior to the modification, to
determine the strain distribution aud areas of strain concuntra-
tion. Data was obtained at static load levels ot +7600 and
+15,200 lbs applied at the pitch arm lug. Isochromatic
photographs were obtained at these load levels for documentation
and subsequent reference. Strain gage rosettes were installed
at the critical strain areas, to evaluate the minimum and maxi-
mtun principal stresses, maximum shearing stress. and the principal
stress direction at each point. A corrosion resistant steel
reinforcing sleeve was installed in the outer end of the pitch
arm. This procedure was basically repeated on the modified
pitch arm P/N SK301-11745. to assess any changes in the high
strain areas. The strain gagu rosettes were only used to eva-
luate the maximum and minimum pIi ncipal strains.

The pitch arm was then subjected to sinusoidal load inputs
according to the test conditions and loading sequunce shown in
Table 14. The loads were monitored as in the cese of the
first specimen. At the completion of the sate-lite tastinq,
a crack was induced at the base of the arm, at the locatio'
shown in Figure 35. The crack growth was measured with a .caiu
us;ing the dye penetrant method to p1)rmit visual inspection.
"After the completion of the crack growth tusting, the limit
load was applied.

The modified pitch arm completed 5 million cycles at the desiqn
endurance limit load without incident. This substantiated a
safe life of greater than 3600 hours for the lug area ana the
base of the arm. The surface craok was 0.95 inch long at the
surface at the indication of the vacuum detection system. The
load spectrum tests (Table 14, runs 4 through 18), equivalent
to 30 hours of flight, produced an additional 0.02 Inch of
crack growth, and the pitch arm sustained the limit load appli
cation without further crack growth. The required 30 hours of
fail--safe operation had bL mn demonstrated for the arm to barrel
junction but the margin beyond this could not be reliably ,esti-
mated. The test schedule pernitted additional testing to be
accomplished, and the following tests beyond the contract and
test plan requirements were pcrformed.
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TABLE 14. HLH/ATC - 1ITCH ARM FATIGUE TIEST R1:SUL~z

S IMULATEVD TEST CRACK
!PPC RUN PITCH LINK FIREQ TEST LENGTI
NO. NO. LOAD - LUS H1z CYCLES IN. IREMARKS

1 +7600+7600 5 0.401X0I' - Failure at junction

of pitch link attach
&. V. rrel sect.

_____ ___ Vrni-co 35

2 1 +7600+7600 5 5x106 - Pitch arm modifiud
per SK301-11745

2 4UU90+720 6 ibu00 - Crack prop-gation -
Islot cut in arm

3 +62U0+510 6 2000 - InLurmudiate crack

propagationl
4 +235043520 b 123(00 0.95 Loss ot vacuum

indication

5 +2350+3520 12 4500

6 4 650+ 975 12 22500

7 +1350+2020 12 41500

U +40U0+1-Uo 12 13500

9 + OU+1200 12 27000

10 +14304.2900 12 9000

11 4 j50+ 975 12 22500 0.95

12
thru - 12 140500 0.97 Repeat of runs
1, 5 thru 11

19 +16750 - - 0.97 Limit Load

20 +5500+5000 12 20000 1.24 increase crack
growth

21 +2350+3520 12 22900 1.34 Ruduce crack
growth

22
2thru 20 291000 1.40 Repeat o . rune

35 5 thru 18

36 +16750 - - 1.40 Limit Load

2 37 +7030+7030 9 2x101 1.50 Prototype spare
limited qual.

: i

NOT1E: lPositive load is tension in simulated pitch link
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The pitch arm was loaded at +5500 +5000 lbs for 20,000 cycles
producing a crack growth to 1.24 inches. The pitch arm was
then loaded at +2350 +3520 lbs for 22,900 cyles with a crack
growth to 1.34 inches. A repeat of the 30 houz equivalent load
spectrum (Table 14), runs 22 through 35) produced an additional
crack growth of 0.06 inch. After completion of thu load spec-
trum, limit load was applied without incident. The final crack
configuration is shown in Figure 35. This test demonstrates
a safe-life capability of at least 60 hours, twice the reqi"4.e-
ment.

The fatigue test of the modified pitch arm assembly has shown
that:

* The safe life of the pitch link lugs and the base of the
pitch arm is greater than 3600 hours.

9 The vacuum crack detection system is capable of indi-
cating a failure, such that the required minimun of 30
hours of flight, after initial indication can be achieved.

* The safe life of the modified ATC configuration pitch
housing, limited by the pitch link lug to arm area,
is greater than 1000 hours.

4.4 LOOP

The loop transfers the blade centrifugal force from the pitch
housing to the inboard end of the elastomeric bearing. The
loop must also react the side loads and torsion due to de-
flecting the elastomeric bearing. The trade studies discussed
in Section 2 concluded that a two-piece loop was optimum.
For fail-safety consideration, the failure of <,ne cof the two
loop halves would cause considerable bernding mc,ment in the
loop when carrying the load on the remaining half. The final
loop design is in three pieces where the cen{:er loop is twice

. the thickness of each of the outer loops. if the center loop
failed, the remaining loading is symmetrical. If one of the
outer loops fails, the remaining two accommodate the load with
a small eccentricity. Teflon Dacron fabric is inserted between
the individual loops and at the arch where the loop bears on

lwý the iLastomeric bearing to prevent fretting. The arch uf the
loop is flat, to which Teflon Dacron fabric is bonded. The arch
of the loop fits into the clevis of the elastomeric nearing for
transmitting the centrifugal force.

Stress analysis reviewed after the loops were fabricated re-
vealed a deficiency in the fatigue life. Additional loops
were designed and fabricated with a slightly different contour
from 6AL-4V titanium alloy in the Beta solution-trea-ed over-
aged condition. In this heat treatment, the part is quenched
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from a temperature over the Beta transus, rather than below.
The original loops were utilized for the rotor whirl test and
the initial DSTR operations. When the Beta heat treat loops
were available, they were fitted into the DSTR rotor.

The fatigue analysis of the loops proved to be difficult be-
cause the reaction loads and moments from the elastomeric
bea::ing were not available. Initial statement of elastomi ric
bearing spring rates were totally inadequate in view of the
substantial hysteresis. The measurements of the elastomeric
bearing were made statically, and the reactions can be expected
to be different dynamically. The only load measarements of
the bear'ng meaningful for loop analysis must come from the
loop reacting the bearing loads because they are both highly
dependul~t on deflections. For some insight into the effect on
the loop, strain gages were applied to the loop auring the
elastomeric bearing static load tests. See Figure 45 . A
fatigue test was planned for the prototype loops. The test
fixture would load the loop and beaiing with equivlent rotor
head parts duplicating the mounting stiffness, while stresses
are measured with various deflections of the ulastomuric bearing.
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4.5 ELASTOMERIC BEARING

The elastomeric bearLing development was carried out by Lord
Kinematics, Erie, Pa. The principal items in the development
were:

* Titanium shim feasibility

* 8 inch diaimeter bearing (LM-732-l)

* Preliminary design evaluation

0 Static t(-sting

e Endurance testing

• 10-inch-diameter bearing (1M-732-7)

• Static and low temperature dynamic testing

e Endurance testing, including unvirorments

4.5.1 Titanium Shi•n Feasibility
A5

The objectives of this study were:

* Select material

0 Establish manufacturing methods, procc nd controls
that can be scaled up ýor production

e Determine that parts produced conform rement:s

Three methods of forming shims from 6AL-4 ýium alloy
sheet were effected: cold forming to size, orming to
size, and cold forming followed by hot siz.

The selected method was to cold form in a tool Leel fenialJa
die with a resilient punch, followed by sizing in stainless
steel dies at 1,350OF for 10 to 1.5 minutes, depending on the
size of the shim.

The sample parts conformed to dimensional contours and toier-
ances. Fluorescent penetrant inspection and scanning electron
microscope examination confirmed absence cf cracks or inter-
granular failure. The hydrogen content wa., at acceptable
levels.

The study is fully reported in Reference 15.
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4.5.2 Eight-Inch Bearing ILM-732-1)

The most significant design requirements for thr elastomeric
bearing are the operating schedule of motions with centrifugal
load for 1500 hours endurance, and the static centrifugal
capacity. The design specification, Refere. ce 16 , Revision
A, lists the operating schedule for the two rotors. The
requirements were based on blade centrifugal force of 150,000
pounds. The test plan, Reference 17, Revision B, lists the test
schedule for the forward rotor even though neither rotor is
uniquely more severe in motir requirements.

Bearings were produced to che specification except that the
first five bearings were made with steel end plates as an ex-
pedient resulting from a strike at the titanium forging
vendor. While this was being carried out by Lord Kinematics,
the increase in blade centrifugal force from 150,000 lbs to
170,000 lbs caused the predicted endurance life to decrease
to an unacceptably low level. The development program was
redirected to a 10-inch bearing. flowever,with 8-inch bearings
available and the 10-inch bearing just begun, a certain amount
of testing was performed to have foreknowledge of probable
performance and to apply this to the 10-inch bearing. Endurance
testing would also discover any problems in the test machine.

The preliminary design evaluation is reported in Reference 18.
The objectives were:

a To determine the static spring rate characteristics of
the LM-732-1 in the axial, torsional, radial and cocking
(lead-lag or flap) directions

* To verify the capability of the LM-732-1 to support
limit and ultimate axial loading

e To perform an experimental stress analysis with strain
gages on the shims. No analysis was made of the end
plates since the end plate configuration has been changed.

e To verify the suitability of the LM-732-1 bearing for

pre-endurance and endurance testing.

Data available includes -

e Load-deflection curves for axial and side (radial) loading
and for torsional and cocking rotation with and without
axial loadinrg.

* Measured stresses at the edges of 3 shims for axial loading
and rotalion about the lead-lag axis.
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The first static test was performed by Lord Kinematics at
Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory. The small end plate (outboard)
was cocked 100 relative to the applied load. The axial load
deflection curve was linear up to 235,000 pounds, then in-
creasing to the maximum load sustained of 276,000 pounds,
where the bearing became unstable. Figure 3 6 shows the bearing
with increased axial deflection, sustaining approximately
170,000 pounds. Note the lateral displacement of the upper
and lower loading blocks. Ani increased axial deflection re-
sulted in a decreasing load until a loud noise occurred with
a sharp drop off in load. Partial debonding occurred in the
bearing. The bearing was subsequently loaded without cocking
of the small end plate up to 200,000 pounds. Failure to sus-
tain the limit load for the higher centrifugal force confirms
the need for the 10-inch bearing.

A loading fixture was fabricated to simulate the end conditions
of the bearing attachments. The steel simulated loop had the
flatwise EI value equal to the titanium lro.op. The initial
test conducted at Swarthmore College resulte.J in a maximum
load of 190,000 pounds at 11', and 132,000 pounds when repeated.
Attempts to further load the bearing resulted in the central
shims slipping, laterally, relatively large distances from the
center line of the bearing. The first occurrence stretches
the ciastomer to some permanent set so that tAe column sub-
sequently becomes unstable at lower loads. This test is re-
ported in Reference 19.

With the 8-inch bearing loaded by representative rotor head
parts, showing such poor correlation to predicted capacity,
the ability of the 10-inch bearing, being designed by the same
methods, to meet requirements was in serious doubt. One item
postulated to be responsible was the test fixture. A vertical
pin extending from thc lower grip fitting of the test machine
extending loosely into a hole in the upper frame was to keep
the two parts in line by the horizontal shear force acting
normal to the pin. See Figure U7. The pin was found to be
bent. vertical misalignment of the two parts induced a moment
into the bearing which was a bias in the unstable direction.
The test fixture was modified by a more sturdy pin acting in
slotted brackets (shown in Figure 44). This configuration of
the test fixture was used for all subsequent tests.

Even with the modified fixture, the 8-inch bearing could not
meet the static load requirements. More significantly, the
bearing performance did not verify the analytical design method.
There was doubt that the 10-inch bearing would meet the static
requirements. Three additional 8-inch bearings were prepared
to explore what mnight be done to assure that the 10-inch bear-
ing would meet its static requirements:
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FIGURE 36. 8-INCH ELASfOMERIC BEARING DEFLECTION TEST
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1. One bearing was made with stainless steel shims rather
than titanium, because the stiffness (Young's modulus)
of the shim is a factor in bearing characteristics.

2. One of the bearingF with titanium shims was cut apart
at the small end piate, and the cone angle (or .- ntour)
of the shim/elastomer laminates was machinep to the cone
angle of the 10-inch bearing. The small end plate was
bonded in place. This modified bearing approximated
a 0.8-inch scale model of the 10-inch bearing.

3. A bearing with stainless steel shims was similarly modi-
fied as in item 2 above.

Results of the static tests of the 8-inch bearing are shown in
Table 15. As a result of this testing, the 10-inch bearing was
to have stainless steel shims, and confidence that the 10-inxch
beariag would meet static requirements was increased.

TABLE 15. STATIC TEST OF ELASTOMERIC BEARINGS

Limit Load
(Pounds x 103)

Cocking Angle with Loop

Bearing 0 Degrees 11 Degrees

8--inch titaniumi shims 230* 180

8-inch stainless steel shims 250* 210

cut-down titanium shims 237* 151*

cut-down stainless-steel shims:" 255** 150
272*" 170**

Previous test history:
Stested beyond maximum load, considerable deformation

i tested to load limit, slight deformation
*** retested with 11 degree cocking angle

Endurance testing was performed on five 8-inch-bearings for a
total of 150.' hours. The Test Plan and Test Report are listed
as References 17 and 19, respectively. The test machine is
show'n in Fiqure 38.
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FIGURE 38. ELASTOMERIC BEARING ENDURANCE TEST MACHINE
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The objectives of the test program were:

* To assess the endurance capability of the LM-732-1 bearing
under laboratory test stand simulation of typical aircraft
motion conditions and C.F. load of 150,000 lbs.

* To establish tne environmental resistance of the spherical
elastomeric bearing to typical exposures of Stoddard sol-
vent, hydraulic fluid and JP4 fuel. Early fatigue test
results led to the deletion of tais objective.

a To check for fatigue sensitive process flaws in LM-732-1
bearing which may indicate a need for process changes in
the manufacture of the LM-732-7 bearing.

* To check out and gain experience with the endurance test
machine prior to the critical schedule testing of the
LM-732-7 bearing.

e The additional objective of evaluating the fatigue life
of a LM-732-1 bearing with stainless steel shims compared
to the original LM-732-1 with titanium shims was added to
the program as a result of early test results.

Significant events during the test are noted on the chronologi-
cal chart below:

Bearing 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 HOURS
Serial

No.1

1 2 3 T i -

128 Ti

119 TiD

109 Ti 0

124S SS

C6)

0l Shim material indicated thus: Ti-Titanium, SS- stainless
steel

(D Testing terminated at 52 hours because of substantial
abrading of elastomer between shims

STesting terminated at 52 hours because of substantial
'"- abrading of elastomer between shims, and permanent set

(axial bowing) of laminates
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O Centrifugal force reducea at 128 hours to 121,000 pounds
to be representative of the average compressive stress on
the 10-inch bearing

O Testing terminated at 532 hours because of gros abrading
and squeeze out (extrusion) of elastomer. New bearing
installed.

® Testing terminated at 700 hours to start tests on 10-inch

bearings.

Data available include:

"* Individual bearing torsional load deflection curves at
various input amplitudes an,! frequencies

"* Torsional load deflection curve!- of a test sample pair
subjected to axial loads

"* Axial load deflection curves of individual samples

( Change in magnitude of key dimensions

• External appearance of individual samples subjected
to varied loading (photographs)

Conclusions to the development testing of the E-inch bearing

are:

"* The enCurance testing indicated that the fatigue life
and stability characteristics are interrula'.ed.

"* Quality of the bond affects the endu-,ance performance of
the bearing as evidenced by the early breakdown of the
elastomer in the first two bearings. Failure analysis
indicated that the poor bond, verified by pull test, was
a result of the low heat transfer of titanium affecting
the cure of the hond as compare to that of stainless
steel commonly used.

"* Stainless steel shims provide greater endurance life
than do titanium shims. This fact reinforced the decision
to use stainless steel shims in the 10-inch bearing.

"* Lndurance life is strongly affected Ly the compressive
stress in the elastomer.
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* Visual appearance changes provide ample advanced warning
of approaching failure. The spring rate and dimensional
data accumulated is not considered sufficient to formulate
significant conclusions.

4.5.3 Ten-Inch Bearing

Revision b of the Development Specification, Reference lu,
listed the higher blade centrifugal force loads. The 10-inch
bearing with titanium shims was originally designated LM-732--b
by Lord Kinematics. When stainless steel shims were committed,
+u bea56ng was des.-iynated LM-732-7. The bearing is shown inVigure •

The Preliminary Design analysis is reported in Reference 20.
The objectives wur..

0 'Jo determine the static spring rate characteristics of
the LM-732-7 in the axial, torsional, radial and cocking
(lead-lag or flap) directions

* To verify the capability of the LM-732-7 to support limit
and ultimate axial loading

a To perform an experLmuntal stress analysis utilizing
brittle lacqut.r coating and strain gages

0 To verify the suitability of the LM-732-7 bearing for
pro-endurance and endurance testing.

Data avaliable include:

* Load-deflection curves for axial and side (radial)lcading,
and for torsional and cockinq rotation with and without
axial loading.

a Measured stresses at the edges of 3 shims and several

locations on the end plates for axial loading and rota-
Lion about the lad-lag and pitch axis.

The preliminary design evaluation shows -

* Sirin- races should not be rquotd iim,11, as p-ound- er inch
or inch-pounds per dugree assuming a liner relationship.
Figures 42 and 43 show that because of considerable hyster-
esis, the force at any deflection can vary over a wide range,
depending upon how thu bearing got to that deflection. For
axial deflection,Figure 40,a secant spring rate from no load
tc a load such as normal RPM centrifugal force is necessary
for determining blaCe radial position from test to normal
RPM. A tangeut spring rate is necessary to determine changes
in blade position due to changes in radial load, as caused
by the blade damper in the case of the HLH. For small
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torsional deflections, the spring rate is independent
cf axial load, but for alternating motions, hysteresis
must be considered.

* The relationship among axial load, cocking moment, and
cocking angle is evident in that the cocking spring rate
decreases with increased axial load and would be unstable
with axial load high enough. Also, the critical column
load decreases with increased cocking angle.

* The stress levels measured during the experimental
stress analysis indicate that the LM-732-7 bearing is
satisfactory for its intended use.

0 The energy absorbed by a bearing because of hysteresis is
considerable. For example, for five degrees flapping
alone, a high-speed level flight condition, each bea.:ing
converts approximately 1.3 horsepower to heat. This is a
consideration in endi;•rnce testing.

a To make evident the extent of hysteresis, a term efficiency
(nl) is defined as the work ibsorbed by the bearing during
one complete stroke between symmnetrical limits about a
zero force reference divided by the work in a stroke of
constant loads of the peak values over the same displace-
ment. The efficiencies for the conditions in Figures 42
and 43 were calculated and shown in Figure 44.

Static tests on the 10-inch bearings were conducted using a
titanium loop as shown in Figure 45. Thu first bearing
tested successfuily sustained 399,000 pounds ultimate load at
zero degrees cocking angle. Another similar bearing failed

- 4 to meet the requirement of 266,000 pounds at 1.1 degrees.
Lord Kinematics molded additional bearings with stiffer
elastomer. The original bearings were designated "soft" and
the later bearings ,stiff". The stiffer bearings were
expected to have greater column stability but with a penalty
of reduced life. The stiff bearing exceeded the requirement
at 11 degrees by a considerable margin and another bearing
was molded with intermediate" stiffness. The last bearing
also showed cons•-r-b•c margin over the require ema ntz, and it
was considered desirable to continue the program with the
extra margin recognizing a compromise of endurance life.
Loading curves for these bearings are shown in Figure 46.
All bear:ings for Lurther usage were of this intermediate
stiffness.
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x -_ _ _

100.
II
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AXIAL DE:LECTION INCHES

FIGURE 46. 10-INCII ELASTO.,ERIC Et:ARINt, AT 110 LAG ANGLE -
TITANIUM SHIMS
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The endurance test plan and tt•t report are listed as
References 21 and 22, respectively.

The objectives of the test program were:

* To determine the adequacy of the bearing configuration,
including elastomeric element design, and e raluation
of the strength of the metal components.

a Tc determine dynamic endurance capability of the
LM-732-7 bearing under laboratory test stand simulation
of typical aircraft loads and motions and selected
environmental conditions.

* To determine the forces imposed or. connecting rotor
hub parts during start-up from low temperature.

* To establish inspection and replacement criteria for
service bearings on the basis of endurance test
results.

Significant events during the test are noted on the
chronological chart on the following page.
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Bearing S/N

025

026

027

028

a ~~~029 ' i7Ii
030

938

039

040

041

0 2C0 4)0 boo 3D0 1000 1200

Q Testing terminated at 300 hours because of poor condi-
tion. Testing conducted with one large floor pedestal
fan blowing on bearings.

G 'esting terminated at 1100 hours. Bearings declared
Aorn out. Testing conducted with smaller blowers
directed at several points on bearings.

© Completed 300 hours pro-endurance testing at ambient
conditions same as bearings 027 and 028.

Test terminated at 420 hours (120 hours of 120 0 F) by
machine shutdown. One bearing was separated-bond fail-.:.
accelerated by high temperature.

O Testing terminated at 1094 hours. Bearings declared
worn out. Thermucouples installed on one bearing at
beginniny of test indicated temperatures for one and
five hour blocks (see Figure 47). As a result, block
time changed to one hour.

Completed 100 hours pre-endurance. Pre-endurance time
reduced from 300 hours because of success with previous
bearings in pre-endurance.

O Testing tkErminated at 400 hours (300 hours planned at
-65 1F)
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LM-732-7 ENDURANCE TEST

KEY:-BLOCK TIME - I HOUR
LARGE FANS (4 0 980 CFM)

--- BLOCK TIME - 5 HOURS
SHALL FANS (4 00 CFM) C A EGIN MANIAL

_ C H C

-14 0 - - - - ----

S130 • ' ' . -. .

120 50H 0 HOVHR
10I CUT CRUISES%-O•v- HIGH-SPEED

1.0 LEVEL FLT•
• • M MANEUVER

•• 190 TIHERMOCOUAPLuEoR"tlra

05s 100 150 200 260O 300 .,m--5 MR. BLOCK

(10) (20) (30) (40) (60) (60) 1.-- HR B.LOCK

MINUTES Of CYCLING

FIGURE 47. ELASTOMERIC BEARING BASEPLATE TEMPERATURES
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All testing was terminated by direction with 6420 of the 12,000
planned hours accomplished. Testing was terminated to conserve
resources. Further testing would not provide any now informa-
tion but rather a better statistical base.

Data available from these tests i~nclude -

* (Torsional) pitch and axiall load - detluction curvus
at- several times during thL2 en~du-anIce teSt

e D~imensioun; ol Hit, bear i ng 0SQ~I1I1 Iy at 1LU ct(d b~y C~hanLl~ u
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li, I; thu .(I f J l II t f t , 1

I lie I ut it it:
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tLime ra Lu ol detIeLir i ura ti tn o I I IlL bar jim .q Al I .1iouqh.0
1 !iCr 110 1o uilili i LO Li VC [il',I:; t I I pti 1 0 1 likLlict. l d I Hil

a The tre he212 i.qIi t arnd the axj L I ,;priiivj ru Lu eCre-CUase With
Usaq(: It does noii( apiwar I ha ii they can be ousd as
indiuators ofi L-xpL-:iidt-d or rum11ailling USeUl-.1 liLe. The
rotor hub dusiqon ilunu iumake provisi ons tor the change of
ruth jul posit ion o~f the rot-or bladt! as, the b~1)r117Imt1 aqen -
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* The torsional spring rate and the other dimensional
characteristics did not exhibit trends which would allow
prediction of bearing life. In addition, these measure-
tuents would be difficult to perform in service.

* Visual appearance of the elastomer gives adequate indi-
cation of the status of deterioration of the bearing.

0 The correlation of bench testing with service experience
remains to be established, partictilarly in view of the
large amount of heat generated and the sensitivity of
bearing performance to bearing internal temperature.

4.5.4 Whirl Test

After 8.7 hours of operation of the demonstration rotor on the
whirl tower, one of the bearings showed separation of the
elastomer from the lower side of the spherical segment of the
small end plate. When viewed from above, no separation was
evident. All four bearings were removed and returned to Lord
Kinematics. The failed bearing, serial no. 015, was completely
separated when cemoved (Figure 48). Approximately 90% of the
intcrface showed bare metal, indicating tailure of the adhesive
to boid. The remainder of the interface was separated by
failure of the elastomur.

Failure analysis using scanning electron microscopy and other
laboratory techniq'ies reported in Reference 23 indicated that
there was a cortaminant on the surface of the small end base
plate where the separation of the elastomer occurred. Where
the elastomer had adhered, Lhere was no contaminant. The
contaminant was identified as the dctergent that is used only
in cleaning the metal parts before the adhesive is applied.
Corrective action was taken to control the cleaning process.

The other three whirl test bearings, S/N 014, 016 and 017, were
subjected to lead-lag utatic deflections through ý4°* No
anomalous behavior was noted. The bearings were also subjected
to pitch change cycling of +120 at 156 cycles par minute for
30 minutes. Dynamic cycling was considered the best method
for bringing out incipient bond failures. Two new bearings,
S/N 033 and 034, that we-e being used by Lord Kinemnatics for
their preliminary design evaluation work task were diverted
and installed on the demonstration rotor. Two of the rein-
spectud bearings weic re-installed and a third held as a spare.

The careful inspection at this Lime revealed that the surface
of the elastomer was covered with a network Gf shallow cracks.
This checking was attributed to ozone attack, a well-known
phenomenon with rubber. As was expectcd. ,.here was no progres-
sion noticeable during the whole program, since elastomer
bearings are extremely tolerant of this surface checking.
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FIGURE 48. FAILED ELASTOMERIC BEARING
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Immediately prior to the discovery of the separation of the
elastomer, the rotor was probably operating with most of the
base plate surface separated. There was no real indication
from the rotor operation that there was separation. As an
indication of what mi:ght happen with a completp bearing failure
in this mode, a separated bearing was installed in the endirance
test machine with a normal bearing. It was operated through
a complete block of all the loads and motions. The machine
and bearing op3rated with no unusual indications. Normal
operation is not unexpected because the concentric spherical
laminates of shims and elastomer nest more securely with
axial load. The friction between the elastomer and the end
plate was sufficient to prevent slippage during rotation about
all axes. This laboratory demonstraLion gives confidence that
the bearing will. function for a limited time in a rotor even
though there is a complete separation of the base plate.

4.5.5 DSTR

The difficulty in simulating operating environments for the
bearing in the laboratory was emphasized when temperatures
were measured on the 10-inch bearing during endurance testing.
An attempt was made to measure temperatures on a bearing operat-
ing on a rotor for at least the hovering regime of flight. The
DSTR would provide the loads and motions on the bearing and the
tilrust generated would provide the air flow. Four thermistors
were bonded to the tge of the second shim from the small end
plate in the 0.5-inch-diameter core hole of the bearing. The
wires were directed to the small end plate and out through a
hole drilled near the edge of the elastomer. The lower end
of the core hole was potted with silicone rubber. The motions
of shiins caused the lead wires to break early so that no data
were available. The low priority for these data and the rework
to preload the bearings were the reasons that no further
attempts were made to measure temperature.

It has been discovered on the DSTR that when the rotor is at
rest for long periods, the bearings can develop local tearing
in the rubber layer between the small 'ind plate and the first
shim on the lower lag side. One bear..ig was torn sufficiently
to require replacement. The tearing is due to the tension on
one side of the bearing resulting from being deflected in
droop and lag as well as the axial tension reaction the lag
damper driving the blade to the lag stop. It is the same
condition that caused the bearing to separate on the whirl tower.
That bearing failed early because of the poor bond. rhe solu-
tion was to provide a compressive preload of approximately
40,000 pounds on the bearing while the rotor is at rest. This
was accomplished by the addition of the thrust button shown in
Figure 49, and theie was no further degradation of this type.
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4.5.6 Conclusions

* The LM-732-7 bearing is adequate for the Prototype and
also for an Engineering Development phase of an IILH
program.

* The bearing is fail-safe in this application for
separation failures.

* The bearing must be preloaded or otherwiiu protected
from tensile loading to avoid damage.

* Visual examination is the best way to inspect
for incipient failure or remaining life.

0 Moderate checking (surface cracks) alone is not cause

for rejection of a bearing in service.

a If there is to be design change of the Rotary Wing
head, consideration •hould be given to the elastomeric
bearing to reduce the compressive stress in the ulasto-
iner and to reduce elastomeor stiffncss. T'he4e changes
would increase the life of the bearing. A secondary item
for trade-off would be an open center to facilitate heat
dissipation.
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4.6 DROOP STOP

The droop stop function is to support the blade above the
ground and thhe fuselage when the rotor is at rest, but not
contact in flight.
The HLH configuration is such that the position of the blade
at rest is higher than the flight clearance requirement.
Therefore, a two-position droop stop was required.

The moment of the blade is reacted essentially vertically on
the outboard lip of the crossbeam and the shear bearing.
The crossbeam contains a titanium stop block replaceable if
damaged. The droop stop part on T-he pitch housing is a conical
ring lined with Teflon Dacron fabric that slides and rolls on
the inboard shaft end. A spring holds the ring at rest in the
inboard position. In this position, the ring between the
pitch shaft and tne crossbeam holds the blade in the higher
position. As the rotor increases speed, the centrifugal
force on the droop stop ring overcomes the force from the
spring, and the ring moves outboard between 95 and 115 rpm.

With the full rotor assembled for the first time on the whirl
tower, the centrifugal droop stops worked out of engagement
with the rotor at rest, causing the blade to drop to the lower
flight sto2 position, and the edge ot the droop stop to be
chipped. The droop stop had a c.'lindrical bore fitting over
the pitch housing sha t, and a conical outer surface that
contacts the pads in the cross ber-m. When at rest, the forces
on the cylindrical and conical surfaces caused an outward
com)onent of forcL on the stop. When totally at rest, friction
opposed that outward force. When winds caused the blade to
move slightly in lead/lag, the rolling motion of the stop was
sufficient to allow it to wurk itself outward against the

&TM cent.rifuqal restraininq spring.

A set of rCedesigned stop rinqs. SK301I1751--l, was installed.
These rings had a cylindrical outside as well as inside.
With no radial compon,-.nt of forces from the pitch shaft and
stop blocks, thc cezitrifugaL spt.ing is adequate to hold thestop block during all the rolling. The stop bloLks now have

two shorter surfaces rather than the single surface that would
acco.tmmzodate both droop angles. The stop -i:g or block will
yiold it ii lowur q load but deform-iat~ion Of droop) StoPs is not
expected to present a safety h.izard. The DSTR parts showed
no noticeable yielding.
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The static position of the blade tips was measured on the
DSTR. They were lower than expected; hence, the blade-
fuselage clearance was decreased. Thu rea. for the
increased droop at the tip was the greater lections in
the hub ccnponents. This was concluded by ni asuring the
angle from horizontal at a number of points on the hub andI. pitch housing with the blade off the droop stop, and with
the droop stop supporting the blade weight. A set of
droop stop blocks that provided -10 droop angle rather than
the original -20 were fabricated and installed on the DSTR

r rotor head to preclude excessive droop during starting and
stopping. The control system for the aircraft will require
limitations on the applied cyclic control (nominally zero)
during these operations to restrict the blade from nejative
flapping and to prevent the droop stop rings from engaging.
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4.7 FREQUENCY SELECTIVE BLADE LAG DAMPER

The detail design, fabrication, fatigue and qualification
testing of full-scale frequency selective lag dampers was
subcontracted tc the Bertea Corporation, Irvine, California.
This damper incorporated an 8000-pound preload to pull the
rotor blades back against the lag stop to prevent aircraft
wallowing on rotor startup. A combination accumulation -
reservoir mounted inside the hollow rotor shaft serviced all
four dampers.

Five fre4 uency selective lag dampers were delivered to Boeing
Vertol and are retained at Bertea for qualification tesLing.
Four of the five Boeing Vertol dampers were installed on the
rotor (Figure 50), and the spare unit wa3 bench tested in the
laboratory.

Performance testing of the lay damper in a mixed frequency
laboratory environment showed energy dissipation well in excess
of specification requirements.

The whirl tower testing showed two basic and unforeseen problems,
however. The first is a limit cycle phenomenon, or "hunting";
the second is a frequency-selective-damper control valve by
passing due to low rate changes in blade lag position which
accompany changes in power; i.e., maneuver transients.

Limit Cyclino

A hunting or limit cycle phenomenon in which there is alter-
nately a loss of tension and compression cycle damper force
was experienced during the whirl tower test. program. This con-
dition is illustrated in the time history of Fiqure 51. Prior
to "Cycle 0", the damper is developii-j load in response to the
1/40 blade motion only in the extension (tension) direction.
Just prior to "Cycle 0" the damper begins to develop load
ducinq the retraction (compression) cycle whica is followed
almust immediately by a forward shift in the blade mean lag
position and a loss in extension cycle damper force. At "Cycle
39" the reverse process takes place. It is evident that this
switching phenomenon will be repeated, giving rise to an un-
acceptable low-frequercy hunting of the blade about its equill-

.1 brium position. Similar rmn4ult.-4. Figure 52, have been
obtainud with an effuctivu C.F. spring and an existing Lnalytic-
al model of the damper. The analytical time history differs
slightly from the test results in that the condition has been
initiated by an impulse at time zero. Displacement of the FSD
control valve has been shown for reference purposes and explains
the mechanism of the low-frequency oscillation. In response
LO LhQ initial disturbance, the FSD valve is displaced to one
side of its null ot center position which unloads the damper
during the retract:ion cyc l.o. 1-n turn, the absencu (jP a
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WNLG 42.5 RPM4 ('f)_ ý [56 RP,4)
FSD LEAKAGE ARE:A .00003 YN2
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h�" | (DAMPER EXTENSION)
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FIGLURE 52. PSD ANALV.q1S WITH SMALL DRIVE CYLINDER BLEED
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retraction cycle force causes the blade to oscillate about a
position aft of its equilibrium position. As the decaying
valve displacement approaches its equilibrium position, the
retraction cycle forces begin to build up and the blade starts
to move forward- Due to the blade inertia, the blade main
lag position overshoots the equilibrium position which drives
the FSb control Nalve over center in the opposite direction,
causing a loss of extension cycle damper force. At this point,
it is apparent that the cycle is repetitive and essentially
undamped.

Degradation During Maneuver Transient

During entry or recovery from a maneuver, therotor horsepov.er
increasces or decreases at a rate which is determined by the
pilot's rate of collective input. The change in rotor horse-
power produces a change in the mean blade lag angle, which, in
turn,affects the damper performance. If the maneuver entry and
recovery are represented by ramp changes in mean blade angle,
the analytical plot of Figure 53 shows the conditions which
affect the damper. For damper ramp velocities less than .02/
in/sec, the FSD control valve remains within the center dead-
band (overlap region) and FSD operation is essentially un-
changed. At higher ramp velocities, the FSD control valve
is driven off center, resulting in a loss of damping force in
one direction (1/2 cycle damping). The loss in damping will
persist until the blade is .:abilized at the new mean lag
position and the FSD valve hlis recentered. Valve recentering
time based on laboratory testing is typically on the order of
3.5 seconds. When the ramp duration is such that the FSD
valve is driven to the hardover position, the valve is closed
and the damper operates as a non-FSD damper. Lines of constant
maneuvering horsepower indicate that delta horsepower up to
approximately 1000 horsepower lie within tihe 1/2 cycle damping
region for the typical maneuver time of 2 to 4 seconds. Since
a delta of 1000 horsepower represents roughly 11% of full power,
a large number of maneuvers will be performed in the 1/2 cycle
damping region. Thus, a typical ramp duration of 2 to 4 seconds
together with a 3.5 second valve recovery results in up to 7.5
seconds of 1/2 cycle damping. While this may or may not be
unacceptable, it is clearly urdesirable since it degrades the
damping action at all frequencies.

Extent _and Lmpct of Ne y isuuiModifications

Analytical investigations revealed that the low frequency limit
cycle is a function of the leakage area across the FSD drive
cylinder. While a complete analysis was performed, there is
evidence to indicate that additional overlap in the FSD control
valve is also beneficial. Figure 54 shows a comparison be-
tween a non-FSD damper and an FSD damper incorporating a larger
leakage area. Examiniation of the damper displacement waveforms
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DUMP RATEt LIMIT

6

S<--- FSD OPERATION
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FIGURE 53. DAMPING CHARACTERISTICS WITH RAMP CIIANGE IN
BLADE POSITION
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indicatus tLhe inodiILid FSI) confijuration stabilizes almost -As
rapidly 'Is, the non-F,'[ corigur.itlor.

A brit. l:I oLurt.u•y f -!4L w,-; conductud to evaluate thu cifeuts
I'. i, iic k:-•s;jet di ive cyl inder 1u -Akaju. IHuspon±,u to transient

N:, itli '1 ,:jjvwud a -l i l 1 icant iwlni:,l vum LuJ in .',D cont1:o1 valve
ji .:, ,uv.y t. i,, ,an illuuti-,ttid in P qUiL V u ' ) 5. Suvral i l ugle
".I tuquxiicy Pt4Ufady- RLatu L:ouiditiUns were investigdt.ud and the
1*0',U 1..Fu I tu L wnrn.i i jZtd buIu . Thu rLu-ul t indicab a siyniti-
uant. ruductLion ini unorqy diugilpation for small ampliliLude low

uq u usc y i jpiiLLi ().ow V lo)C t. iuij) due to the iicireaucd drive:
-y I -jli d 1 C.i•cae ha uc n cui'runt anally• •s, Lhis reduction
ilI .- AIIIL Utpl itudt, ddmp ll ii;t•• iu b.liojvod miar'jinal [or gro•iu d

40'- stLb . ity aiid uijcc,-.pLtab lt I oi t i- ,ngin/drivo sys;timi torsional
s4tability. ThLrc is a •,I. Lonq possibility, however, that this
"situation con, be alleviated by m.ains out additional overlap in
thu FL;3LD c(ml ro l %in]v,.

:;'I-:AI. Y ";TATU' H-31 1"O1 RMANC1• T'I'.- J' - MOD IFl El) FSD

I.1':AKA(;I'; ARIEA U .00025 IN'

Unuodit ied ModI. iud Spec.

I; t rkt,. F I:(._ 'z'u1.11, % Nnl-,'F ) %, Non-FSD % Non-FSD

+-.025" 42.5 HPM 61 38

!. 42. 111,M 01 55 85

4. 42.5 M114 79 69 85

+_. 05 156 HIM 93 84 85

While increased drive cylinder leakage curos the limit cycle
problem and prov.des a significant improvement in valve re-
covery time, this fei.ture alone is nor an adequate solution
to the ramp displacement transient problem. On the contrazy,
the increased leakage compounds this problem to the extent that
the region of 1/2 cycle damping is enlarged. The ideal solution
consists of a mechanism whi.ch permits the FSD control to sense
only altcrnating lag -mituiuns. Since the damper will also re-
spond to very low frequencies (less than approximately .5 cps)
"in the same manner as a ramp it is also necessary to exclude
these frequencies from the damper.

Resolution of th-se ba;ic problems with the FSD was impractical
within the scope of the ATC program. Since all damper parts
were fabricated, the dampers were reworked to lock out the fre-
quency selective feature for the DSTP tesl ing with no other
change in the basic damper configuration.
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Despite the present shortcomings, it is sLill believed that
the FSD concept correctly implemented offers a potentially
significant damping improvement for the mixed frequency air
resonance condition. The following future program is recom-
mended:

1) Define and investigate analytically a mechanism to
eliminate the degradation due to ramp displacement
transients.

2) Assuming a satisfactory sol..t-on of Item (1) , optimize
FSD cylinder leakage and valve overlap to eliminate
limit cycling while retaining acceptable low velocity
single frequency damping.

3) Modify an existing FSD damper and conduct sufficient
bench testing to confirm analytical results.

4) Conduct a preliminary flight test evaluation with
one operational FSD.

Modify additional units and conduct a thorough flight test
evaluation to obtain comparative FSD And non-FSD performance.

M1J5



4.8 SWASEIPLATE

The swashplaLe rings were machined from 7075T7 aluminum alloy
forging. Each ring is basically a U-shape with a closing cap.
The section is closed hermeticall', by AF-30 adhesive and an
0-ring. The structural joint is made by the same adhesive and
two rows of studs. Boron-epoxy-wound rings were bonded into
grooves on the rings with TAME 200 PB-2 acrylic adhesive
(Reference 24). The boron rings were covered with a urethane
strip bonded in place. The double-row ball bearing was 51.5
diameter at the ball path. Lip seals contained the grease
lubrication with the upper seal lip directed to pass grease
out during purging. The seal lips rubbed on thin corrosion
resistant steel bands bonded to spacer rings. The other sur-
faces of clamping rings were originally specified to be coated
with nylon as a fretting inhibitor, but considerable di-ficulay
was encountered in this process. The coating was changed to
MIL-L-8937 Solid Film Lubricant. This material served satis-
factorily in the light fretting environment. The lugs for the
control actuators on the stationary ring and those on the ro-
tating ring for the pitch links are fail-safe in that one lug of
the clevis will sustain flight for 100 hours. The bolts at
thu:3e attachments are hollow and filled with a dye so that a
crack will be evident upon visual inspection. The ends of these
bolts are retained so that neither end will fall out should the
bolt separate. The stationary ring has six grease fittings so
that purging may be accomplished around the complete periphery
of the bearing without turninq the rotor. The stationary ring
also has a threaded hole for the shock pulse meter transducer
for bearing failure detection.

The swashplatc endurance test was performed on two sets of ATC
swashplate assemblies and one set of prototype assemblies.

The primary obj,"ctives of this test were:

0. The evaluation of swashpla.e pertormance under a
duty cycle providing the extremes of anticipated
flight operation.

b. Demonstration thaL thU upper controls are capable
of satisfactory operation over a substantial portion
of their design lives.

Secondary objectives include evaluation of the swashplate
bearing failure deteL ion system, ý.nd the wear characteristics
of pitch link rod en,' uearings under simulated flight loading.

Thc testing was pertormed in a back-to-back configuration as
sho(wn in Figure 56, requiring two sets of test components as
()t.-d. Dummy or simulated components were utilized where their

substitution wi 11 not compromise test rosults. The specimens
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uILI:u l tI-it ':on; , i .t ud oit 2 ,:omj, It.L L :;w.i.hhI ,a1 , as•t;sumb icsu
4 pitch 1 ink ansumblI ion (wit houut Ih,, irInt r oion-loati carrying
L ik) 4 1I ive sciv .x i-fi I ink n-k I1111 ,1., 1 e , and 2 1 tat io raIy

it should be nuLud that the name., set Ot drive scissors , sta-

t ioun.Axry .1i10:i,.z',r 1,: iL ti.h liniks wore, LINILd 00 ,!ach 32: the
,t.,ij Lu The' loading schodul us tot eat-' ot the Ul ' ts are, shown
"i.ll Table it). Thu zaaximum load Lust 2 was tUle -*- !,cvd

a-abili Ly of the buirig usd. TesatL 3 luadti encompass all
C.I iiht luads . VOL" the [irtst tst tuhe load wat appliud in
i.ntzc;rumenL• il oni 1 a , .utady coiumpi-Pij s ive load of 15O pounds with
ani alturnatinq load oL 2790 pluUnds (-150 4 2790) was obtained
in thu piit.h links. T'his loadi t-nuIliti,'. W, S oln LOA. a totAl
onduranclQt lilm ot 211 .0 ho.,is u Upun cuxij. 1 ,t ion of 211. 0 hours
at this load lctvl, the ]oals cunloruimny LcE condition (1) as
sxhownz on 'l'aui-. It, WULA- dilliciid and the L,,sLitit continued for
an additional 28.8 huurs.

At 239.8 hours tfndurance tirt: .iand still on load condition (1),
the vibration sensor on the tixturc automatically shut the test
down. Thu indicator on thu upper swashplatu rotating ring
assembly sbhwed loss ot xacuum at sonme time between 230.7
and 239.8 endurance hours when the automatic shutdown occurred.
Inspection ot the upper swashplate assembly showed several
cracks in the rotating ring, and spalling of thu balls and a
failed cage in the swashpulate bearing assembly (S/N 4). For
a complete description of damage to the swashplate see
Appendix I of Reference 25.

Following this unsuccessful test, strain surveys were conducted
on the lower swashplatu assembly, a portion of the failed
swashplate assembly, and the Dynamic System Test Rig (DSTR)
swashplate assembly. The results of these surveys confirpted
that the rings needed stiffening in order to adequately support
the swashplate bearinqs, or that a considerably deeper race
was required to contain the ball path.

A third completed swashplatu was modified for the second ATC
test. Mrdification consisted of bonding 12 bulkheads wiLlAn
the rotating ring as defined 4- SK301-I1742. Swashplate S/N
A-101 (from ATC Test 1) was also modified the same way. 1n
addition, the two boron stiffening rings, and the ridges on the
cover retaining the boron rings, were machined off. Stcel
rings, with the same EA value as the boron rings, were bonded
and pinned to the cover. Bearings with a maximum depth of 27%
were used toi this Lest.

Thu rotatinq ring was checked and found to be leaking air into
the swae,hplatu rotating ring .Ln thc area of the steel rinys oil
thL cover. These leaks were ý pluijed, the ring evacuated, and
testing continued at Load condition 1. Once in operation, the
I,-akai.e,-e reiccuiried in thilis ring.
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TABLE 16. HLH/ATC SWASHPLATE ENDURANCE TEST LOADING
SCHEDULE

TEST 1-_ __

CONDITION HOURS iL -= THRUST MMEN'
_____STEADY ALT. TIA

(1) HIGH SPEED 249.25
LEVEL FLIGHT (99.7%) -4260 +4365 -17,040 298,455

AND MANEUVER

(2) MAXIMUM 0.75 -7420 +7350 -29,68 0 502,735
MANEUVER (0.3%)

(3) INCIPIENT
BEARING -2360 +3185 - 9,430 217,7"0
FAILURE

TEST 2

(1) 951VH 238.7 -1250 44275 - 5,000 292,410

"(2) TURNS & 1.6 -5730 +6532 -22,920 446,790
CONTROL (0.64%)
REVER&ALS

(3) AUTOROTA- 9.7 -6120 +6976 -24,480 447,16
rION & (3.88%)
CONTROL
-REVERSALS

2,•TEST " _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _

(1) 9•%Vi 237.0 -1200 +41U5 - 4,400 257,18

(2) TURNS & 1.6 -5730 _-6530 -22,920 446,66
CONTROL5 (0. 4 %)

•:LREVER;'3aSAL

(3) Au'oRoTAL- 9.7 -6120 14-24,4Q0 77,431,

TION 6, (3.88%)
CONTROL
REVERS LS

(4) PULL UPS 1.7 -8200 4,9350 -32,800 639,5304, (0. 68%)-
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Testing was continued for an additional 27.8 hours while
mionitoring the leak rate. During this period of operation,
the leak rate continued to increase. After 126.8 hours of
endurance operation, the rig was shut down to permit a leak
check, ultrasonic and X-ray examinations of the lower portion
of the rotatinq ring.

t Visual inspection of the raceways of each of the swo.;hplate
bearings after tests 1, 2 and 3 provided important information
concerning the performance of the bearing under various test
loads. The swashplate bearing was initially analyzed using

. Boeing Vertol bearing Computer Program S33 both for an ide-l
"rigid support structure and for a modified flexible support
structure. Examination of the raceways after test I zshowed
that the ball path anal~sis provided a reasonable prediction
except in the areas of maximum loading which resulted in sig-
nificant bearing and support structure deflections. These
detlections resulted in the ba.is tz.cing over the race shoulder
of the P/N 301-11426-1 bearinq (22t depth) causing premature
failure.

SThe results of test 1 indicated that the bearing did not have
adequate race depth to izsure thatt the ball path would remain
below the race shoulder under Iauximum loads with the particu-
lar bdck-up structure. Ibearings in the process of being manu.-
"factured were redirected to have the maximum depth available

-* from the rinqs, which was .: fo, for the second test.

This test was t, rminatud tor other than bearing failure at
126.8 hours. Examination of the buaring showed no distress
but did rev,'l that the balls wur" riding close to thi race
shiculder unduz loads lower than prdicted, even with the
stiffenino provid,,d ILw the rinq, mo(dification.

The prototype 351 race depth ut.,rintoS in thicker wall swash-
T , it,' rinij: , ml. t-J tW _'_0 i,.,tIt' ,, .tL u nder all load condi-
tions without any siLins of distresn. Visual inspection of the
r-raceways indicated that the baft path was below the shoulder,
e.'ven under the maximum torward zotor pitch link load of -8200
+9350. The results of the visual inspections Are shown in
"lta oc 17.

The ball path measurements of tht, prototype bearings in the
LL, third test were taken. folowing the eiiiurance test. The maxi-

mum lead ball path was not aistinctly visible in the bearing
racuway since it was operating in this condition for only 1.7
I uirs. The depth noted in Table 17 is noL extr.Žmely precise.
_ had been planned to etch the races and run for a short tim.:

at the maximum load during thz damaged bearin3 segment o0 the
test. This would have provided a clear ball path as had been
obtained with the other bearings. The measurement does indi-

.W. cate, however, that the margin of avilahle ball path (race
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dvpth) is more than adequate. Cracks were located in the
area of one rotating drive scissors attachment and at thu out-
board flange radius of the inner boron ring. At this time
further endurance testing was torminated.

Examination of Failure. An evaluation of strain levels on the
ring in the areas of failure as well as a physical examination
of the ring indicated evidencL of debonding ot some of the
bulkheads and marginal fatigue , trenqth ha:-,d on w.0 I thicknt,:;:;.

Based on the first two tests, the IILJ! prototype swashplatc
rings were designed to have hecaviur walls and integral ribs
in the rotating ring. Th'2 ridges for containing the boron
rings were eliminated, and the boron ring:; were increased in
chicknt-ss. The bearing race depth was maximized (35V.
Two swashplate.s of this configuration were fabrica ted for
test ing. ThkoLeu sw,.whplatcL complteteu the 250-hour t'.:;t with-
out incident.

The swashplatu endurance tests and DSTR Cxperiunce conclude
that:

0 The proLotyl)p: swas;hplatu conticiration with 35'6 race
depth buaring is more than adequate., to meet endurance
requirtements. It ihould bt, possible to reduce the
wall thicknesses of the rings to reduce weight.

0 The pitch links, drive scissors and stationary scissors
are satisfactory for use on the prototype aircraft. The
buarinqs in thuse components have a reasonable chance of
meutinki 1000 hourc 'ife.

* The 30U-hour interval for gruasing the s;washplal, can be
expected based on the quantity and quality of the gre'ase
remmaininq .itter tht, third t,.; t , durtnLq which none was;

a The urethane covering for the boron rinys is inadequate
because the .;washplat c is used as a work platform. Thin
aluminum covwrs were planned for the prototype, but
dtawinqs do not exist.

a t.'atLiqut, tists of the st.atioriary and rotating rings
remain to be pertormed on the prototype! configuration.
The_ bearing tailure indicator portion oe the endurance
tf,.,;t shouit tll: be pertormed.

-' If' q
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4.9 DRIVE SCISSORS

The four dr~ve- scissors cause the swashplate to rotate with*., the rotor hub, and maintain the swashplate concentric with the
rotor shaft. Each scissors kinematically is a four bar lirl-age

* .~. in a radi~l plane with the links consisting4 of the upper arm,
lowcr - , swasnplate, and rotor shaft/drive collar. The lower
drive .-to-swash-plate connection is a spherical bearing, and

A ~thu swashplate- to-rotor shaft connection is dete-rmined by the
~mEposition of the three swashplate actuators. The drive scissors

offer- no restraii-t to vertical or tilting mcltý , of the swash-
p~latO. The three control actui~tors dletermiric .,e position and
limil_-s of v-_rtiejil_ and tilting motion. The iemicarrange-

'~ ~monL cannot Ibe accomplished with rigid linkage; thce lower
1 55Qr5 arm connec.,ticon to the swashpiat, movus out of the

rilial plane when i- .ted ir othý!r than through one of the con-r
neetjion:_;. The 11L11 accommodates this kinematic e-rrcor through

tL):Suiil cflcton f heupper scissors arm. This part is
iiuiadt oF two titLanium pieces hallowed to cha'unnel sections which
'Art- pla'nma arc weldled toqether. The inner end is hinged on
Tol lon-IDer~oi- flar'joe sleeve bearings in a titaniu:l driveK ~co I~r Thui upper c.nd lower scissors are also joiiied with

-- S mis'iIa: uQca rings. The at tachmun'-. to the s;wa!;L~pla tk is; Lthrough

a 'PTefon -racron- Ii ned sohivr ical bearing.

l 1 ~ilid fatiyue. tests wuru performed on specihiens consibting
simuilate-d drive collar with the lug contigjuration, upper

lowe sciLsis, lincludinq bearings and attachingj hardware.

1eu L-st ,;etuLp i s;h(,wrj ii, Pclure 57, and the test is reported

i ~in Rtefertuncu 20.
tC! 1C i Y- ; L i , 1~ 1.u L I I n Sp 1)'"Ci Ill(,-n Noc). I was, a c ra ck th ia t OCC'c ~c 1rcd at

131L' uppr (drive _,ollar) endI of the upper drive arm. This
erA r'ainlattd ;11. in a~re!a if Frett rig between the flange- ot-

* S '- ~-Lit hashiinq and the face of the lug . As a co~nsu-;l". -ii *5ý -I. thtif; 111(1 64(,15 c c(A. other advserse experience, it

)1.- 11 i 114 . 9"'.:e'Llosiqn included tl~ickeninq of the bushing

t(:Lw1 L lesi;o_ rm itdwh the new bush-
~1i:Aikjý i7 ia)ti~jUj nte discoveryftofQ nc:ac lowe t pe

i(, i5'-')t' inyi a rainw the walha pperu

)Wýdu-- riintmichin~nu Th,, r(,slt s onidfered .val id

'Pi .Ii4~ e ~ 'U~pped a4t * I 52xrJ bj cycles oa. the fail-
A. Il.( (). U11 h t coruteC t.i og ti 11 r arid lowcr antis. When the

a a" L.kei apart it wI.u ound tha I: t~ho -;hruik- i nt
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bush-inijs did not Lit proper~ly dlm' Lu, it rucuular ailumainumn co.3Li-lq.
To facjlitatu ianarutacturc to the ruquired tolt'r.ncus, further
redesign wis nucessary beiore continuation of the tusL. The
Lest was completed with thul xinal bushinq dusjijn which hasM a
moditied tlanov--cyliiader rltdiuii and is iinil.,hud by cqrindirxq
af Lur Coa Linci for di mtns i ovp- cntit ri)l

Two turther buol Lv were Lv;,; I Lu l~a ilure but or th Llupul'lr ia
l a i Jutd hayin cij ccumolat.tid I 468 lx.106 cyc 1oi4. licnfl d oil -ana lyin 1

li'lr-dc o1~ It laat i I ca~ .114l.16 ~ituW Ii in 1 alil Iq 111

s' hou lit Iii nu!edt Lha 1. thci L itdilitaiN i pa, toit thu uppi, *a In

ni'uiu & Jut. Lu Lho lnimiLdt it)20 of tl.t- t'imt, inbty li'v 3't ' tlo
I 'XI i 1,i t I i v .?l I ci'x -t-11 i flq .1, bjoo tiu all q I I Jil]. .s' wk .11t'a; x

VIC I lowIli)UI Liwir.' wv~t o~VU 6tvul it i:it awmic-r.t, IA Li it keel hum.-ihinti , L I ic
11ItUCLUz ii llýAi Lt, wtici iauv,- -it fc''eL'd; Llt., t- w.aii tituvor anl jidi-

d~L iun Liha Lia Ul dcia ii a tia hai~iai n- cawwnd d~am~aq LO to LL UC-
tui %1 Ilam L t. 'Ileatf ox u , 1 114' CL) Ck,'d I):llautixip d1 L' niAu convideLud

L ticas1 to thu 1 .'txL i ut -it- I ut-i (n oa t Pmi,,ts' 1 1 -1 i I lam.

'Iii. iiiae.' M Ii itin.aiii i i Jil l ( i it'h i.w~aIanip.it u ' W n i ha L iaxI ly
1 :i . lixe.i I 1 0illi 1ot(.t j Jill Iy a 'Ii Ix~lk;I !W'i ~ii laLt Oclaed to the

Ii I -;'m I f:m J(111 lippIi.' V T~ht' 11.11~ 1; wux L, !;iitii 1.i ill C )lm.;Li uc-
't i( In ' I Ia, l iv 1 i v1, !;, rI m Ix ii. 'lht' !iw.xt;llaja aIt! ci c aiuraiace tents

I I.., wh i a I I I-iat , 111 1a' h*t L)'IZ . 1 I)1)(-[ at eel Iot, . it ix Li L!ilixh
a; n ij Ii I- -w xl m 11k ' I' ii It he I-t stea IdLy t he s-winlhp1 Ie , kind to

Ila ovijilt I ail H *.aIft't Y, a L'vlt( :Wcj i ;,x w I;ddud. TPhu Seui.oaad
W,13 jtja',it ij'l tol t lit' I i ].!;I , dlil I Ilt eta-' 1411t S4 i'rCtl~l 1)0 1 iqiater
s I t ti, ' k m t.'r itoyrax,i I ct~ ad i t i ()it., , t-achl cai-r i U!; prux jmtxxd l'1y
(M lid h I I lit he oct. 'hiS ni-educe'd 1load sc A'i.() r' WIjl iC ilaIso be

I- xi n,' Io I-ry t ho' I (),idI iI onxe t orI 10 0 hounrs for the J.A ilI-
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Th' I ch I itik I ho n 'ii.'Lu4 I Ii, i id;p i at k .to thu blado 1,i t I'lla Ill.

'I'il,' s I1J. ci'llnln tat a tIwo c'n icost I iit I l.).Ad paIJ h ai:ic'IIb1 i 'H , '.1 LAI

, I I nHl lll m) I i l r itl Ip i1I r'tit #,jd i )t -))liI'' t o9 by ,a t 'ill n luck I u

"TI'If," I f lXik kb I:k v a .A i v' ')3I it.1d 19tP t h, 1 . at.1 1 nit itI iii t I l lit It Ii ilka

NIA 14 11111 aii9''lk - UE. :;I)lilh iI aI Tv' I I ll t. ID- (' oil -- I i Il'd boa IIli)" .. Iv

' I ) tl114N ftI ilL 1 ., I f l l ( t Iot pa Ih I I 9 IlfiM . Tlls' bu: ct94 t9iI t-Iiita i I ')I

,* •,l'n ,' .... I .' ii;,,,l •l_ i j t ,i hIPi I 11111 blo'nlt bu- I i' . 'I'ht. hi) ,jIhi lnjy

WO' 1" , 0. 9l. L Ilyl r, )Aroj;k ', I ,,t H t ith I&l I (u .Aiu-d w i Lit .• ilt, u I

7 1 Wit i - j , r I .. Iac .l A . he I .it I ho' hub I a L i tilte I. 'v I t hi we d

.;c iIn.tt v t-. o Lit: i ltaIdequl.tI I 6 1i 1 I •t t L i ,li i 111 b toi . 'lfhc rod

,tl- I.ii o I h , J Zinorv load o t Ih ,liti had bo1-i ,, 1. il-tjlý tL L .1:1 the11

be'.lr I lq L h Lt rio I (),d wa10 --., -_ ' 1 - i d 1 1; . 1 Oil()l LS. ihe' otl ] Odd

pat h Iiilk I u' li a 'I .. j i I tL a .c, llli iuus t bt. 12xt..: .vtld ,It , vin.ij-

I lji the I Ink to ..iS. Ute hi. s I lui.:t ion . ,)uriin,4 load cal i bra--
t io l tU onk- 11: 1. , l i Lost. I ink, tht 1o,.,. was sharted betweeri

Ik. t o I i ,lkt; b':o i nI.i [nI .It a low load bucauzt-! t.IC bea1llr y and

1.II9• lfl9e ta J i'° 1i.tt 11 I, ,l ti,, wure ulot cu icult.rFic ini tia Ily.
Wt l Od0, thI OL-tt-, I link chlanqed luntjth until thle cluarance

t,.1 1' i 1111, ' n rt)] ld Wt:; I.Likun 111, P'ortions ot the i nivr rod
, '11(15 .911"' 129... Vi'i i d WI I h fl' . n)-lIXICrt~l tabr ic. liWSu Lareas

.Lu1,|'i)i't t ih initr- I ink wi ti n the uuteiCr Lin1k avoiding the
t ,,• ii l , I Ij t.I- t lilt; tit ,i n,,t, t l - t-o-nt, '_ a c'titact .

Twt pJith II 1iiik a.sHviumbli es wore LtatiCuU' tested as I-0pO1 ted in
He 21 u l ,rnt:." 2" • l.adh spec' li en w as as nlb d L(; ruqutirrement.

stiltt'i 4)[1 it F asst•Ili .y tiIWi lItJ f'X'il)t Ito t thi Il() l()winlg:

. 'TIt' IOd tOllder ; WV I'( p1 lIt 'd i r. t -hc • is mu . ILtiu ra ther tha n
"i spl acet_'d by 4 1". TlII is w.s doS 1, to 3t ,-lit t 'I dove lop-

inc ,it * t lith. stluc load i nq (,I) b'jt 'i thc uplper antd lower

•0 O)1I 1;tEt I ifi i nj usseiiiblLVs wPIre ilntailed" in place of
the rod end bear-inqs as shown ill i.'Aure "Al . The purpose

ot I lhe offset assembly was to permit the development ot

.nd muomuLts, siniul]a•ing tliosc produced by bearing
friction. Thu tLest setup is shown in Figure 59.

The firsL fatigue failures in both qpec men:; occurred in the
outer rod end lugs and were nearly identical -in appcarance
and location. See Figure 60 for the location of failures.
Testing was continued after cutting away a portion of the
failci lug so that the load was cn the remaining lug of the
outer load path clevis. The second failuze in Specimen No.]
occurred in the shank region of tfie remaining outer pitch
link lug. Light fretting was cvi,:ent in the lug failuru
origin areas of both specimens.
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Crackinq tulliwod a small imndermiut betwoun the shank bure
wall and the intersect ink - spherical inner surtace. Ink,
svcond tai lurt.- in Spec irneon No. 2 oc-curred in the remacinirlq

ouutr p itcoh link 1 nq in apiprox imate ly the same locatio~n Lis

t la~t Of thu Ii 1'-.;t till mIII t'

Tf'hc ~sk.coni(ary loadl pat 11 oi both SIi spC lVIuS SUcCceSS tU iiy wit h -

If L)Ud out' million cyce is at 5~000 * 5000 pounds and a sub-
Sequent ~1)110f lUad tO 20 2') 00 1)1ndiS wi tlhUot taiilute . In
.idld it ion, L~puuimorn No.. 2 waIS run t or aIoI-t her kon mil 11i on

I t U5Q +u00 pW)O IkLtiniS to I luweti by prood load inq to
20,000 pjitindS wit hmit I'l 1111-lt'.

III 11)tl 11 MjLtltI' f o tiiimhlt't ion oft 111 i;uL t(S III';. Tilt I
W.~'~i Ilk) hi 110 i liI Liit HIUSL' fi h ta.IL! wit'n tw .i 1j tW men S I,-; iuf.0C

L II I I 'i k-I Lb I k-( I. T~h% I .ibi ri Ii t ma11, 111t kri .1 011t t t~n -Sk2_0Cor ,1ry
I nk k i l II buthI p VIm l: ;t1 nit applit [tn t it? 0i it1at On)I -it

1 1 I ..1 i. Ii I l I kI I I.It I - Ii I I k, !(.S t i I , I

)II I ih i I I m I t ! ) I t~ 11 t C ;t I t I , .I,. ti 0I t ~('0 11u .¶j I anld

III )Wi'L I I te I In I liiit hli ct f:; I i I IL pot 1 ot S Ind , t.hereVOI -L'v

1 )111 t h.i t I.,st o In I n I IW11Ch t ob: I 10s Si st 0,1dy I 41d -1 i . I X

III L-I I)t i io It lodl w.];, wi d . Act noa I i I I qh t. 1 cmdn; w i I j be 1 %: 6,

a;ev r .,*ncd£tiif1 t- t Ii. lt'Sl itý Ot t ht, wind I-tuii t' iand wh.jisil
t )Wt i*r L est _- I- I I f 't I 11 k I II I In 'P L: t 1 and l'l k-, L Sho.)

:t Ind p t chI i 1 1 (1i!; Ic U i bt I mnml.) 1-1, 1 vi, 11 s a ý3 t I I Cy I re'

Ito w ini Ill.- C1Fl-4 1 hit I I(. 'It tI . !;I ice ,fliy I t-duct, i )ln 1 s ~t.ea dy
en ; Vi 0. It(l Wi I I I I ':lc'I lmiq ox'( I i C I.;t YiC S --e 9 , a 1 ;i if i Antf

mii -t I i t o I mi 1" I I tII'; In Wk -ii I t d I ii, S l I W I t tI I I, sit.0

bush- hn :I t Ii iI I~n I'nl te 1' ) ,i o . i -liq 1 -tl 1. ,m .-A~ ,, toiI.,

i i' :;t.Illt tI I, wi il h alultiu il iti i hio ;x e wI Lkit v:koni.l I thke bust
cI I O t Ilki rIII i t.(.'I t CSt L'1 (11 1 i .t' op 12 ((1 nMl



Ai o pIt 4u., ' ti m- ),itl a'n tl ut i -v, r c *tmt I 'lli iics-1, Iii . i. ; I ihi' l ii

ah Li? aC Upi t i'h di ai i :iiw tiv lI. )A

.P qu t tol. Arili ..''.i'i* whd i flh.j wan~ po l~ m jVi.L lhliji I,

il R outiv 1 e id flc I tionS of (ho t "1( It h~iql UUU .1 apI: tLc it.i (. uf~qj

11111 and up1t -mll I(Iiq ant nt. i

0 S- L..iL3iii tIid 111(0 t i 1l ~I IjlIi Vtey'- I rIA i Cl t i 11, 1 S I U!L ;C 8 A-- pre -

d i c tod

0 Opura!t iota ot rotor atI t.hk' ovrp'dCOldi ti -W

a Xvalauatiun ui the t rc']uIncy ,eocrt ive damper.

Thi ! test revealed d,ýticielucivs in tht ulaGitoaueric beprinq,
di-oop stops, and thu trequency selectivu dauirer. Lach ot
thu~se conditionL. is; destcr ibud xil the dLLai 1 dli cussion of that.
component. The titanium hub retention nut defft-oted exces-
sivcly when installed in aicccirdai-cc with Jrawinq ~pLfja ic-d-
tions. The nut s-crews onto the~- rcuor aba~ft loasely, and

T't~hrcust prelcoad is appliei.1 by 2F ý-Icew pply inq r orce b40 Lwuvli
the nuit and the hub. Trhe off-set ULŽLweIn the shaft. threads adil
the cLenter ol: tho tirews produLce a moment. Lcltd4 M to I-ou thv
nut: insidu out. For the vuequircd pr-eload, the deflection of

henut allows thzý lower di~cn'e oepn n h oe
thiread-ý to separate substantcialiy. A nut (A mure nubstantiall

L71-.sor ~cmltion~ of- the hir test., the deonior~atrction rotor wa.

(I- jl~tdIied on the DSTiR (Riqure 62) with onji~nes and trans-
niiu~insto copcratL-e as a rotor-drive systurn. The tests are

reported in Refrenc 30. The DSTR provided raore operating
expe.LienICL' U. increaL;, eucnfidý-ncc in the hub and upper
conatrvols whii I.e. revealing other deficienc.-es.

S 1~"m i t p''ALO blemiu ing was accoi-iplished on the DSTR for
the hub and uppvr controls.

* valuatud proload button for elastorneric pitch bearing
as a soutýJ)lo to JthoC tCoa1r111 01. the bearing.

*Evaluated ifroftinq inhibitox:s that were identified for
us~e on flivht hardware an(] which demionstrated satisfactory

'I~re sul. t s . /

.. . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
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FIGURE 62. DYNAMIC SYSTEM TEST RIG
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ItlI.lW 11l I lchl 1. 4,ll, l l k'Vl.-I ; Ii lh, I It h-111 III I l '{'d .e .I t I I

I.' i I. t. . .

• I '}- ' li ,i I'X ', i z' Ii IPI k VIt lIl t l',Ii ,' I a t IIIi ,, m a, I in -

,,n.1i,--. - t1 11 11I la.i .AW.) I , whi -h W. '1. 1 d h'. , 1'e vil bent. I i I.- tt

I,4,In l II ,1iiI sw,,h! ,i ".- ;','.-i, .'; hu ' 'I tI .' s ,'.':l.hpiat&'
11t-t ltril l W ' t' v'i:t.111 III' knd I'lv ', ,in t ,ito measure~d. I t wis

ne't pI2,:::;1 ,, t•, 1t",'"ii i thi- ,,:r v.s ,.1 thc'sv mot l tis,
,it'l t III . I'n I i ,I-. ,,-'. 1 'o 1h it t hi I t Ient o t thti te st .

* k;.d int.'( S ,ni I t I ea. it I'Ti,; 'iht In ri , t 1,' 1 ni t II operat ini
t-I w.IJt ,it U I t I' w hi1.itt k at tv I I I I i;hm nIt of

* Iiid. i:, t ,t.d I I l' I R' Ialc t'merit oit dynluiic s sy.steni
',,i t, In,. i t. i n- , Ii n:; hi',.I, i t Ch h tLV; .I Vv I I 5.'s bt'.IC 1 , a rild
I l~ S t m tt " It k , " T I ,,,I 11, .

Tpe zat In.p ,r ob In(-n r4'lus th tid arin.i ot the elasLemeric oearinq,
,'orrTect Li wIth I h, t lkmu t it ton, and thev di sentijaieznnt c't the
diote p --t,•s, ,'',,,' t' d wi I h the cylindrical stop rinq. On two
ot'',is iLons, s t, IuI ,i ot the DSTR (non-aircraft) control system
caus-;ed SLLb2 t nt .' dLalt-k to the droop stop parts when the
cent rol . t'1,+)m &',m-y!,' l .M Lir t lappingi motion ot the blades
whit., the, ý;tep rjlut WJ:; 11n inte~rmeadiate pot; t ions (between 95

nlid i15 RPM)

A new prc-bl•.n ari-()!;- nuor-nq the DS'R te';t that did
not c-c'-ur duvinm; the !-.hoit whi r teost. 'h1" rotor blade laq
,amper has spherical barinqs at each end and is free to
rotate about its axis throuqh these bearings. The fittinq to
which the inboard :nd is attached has buttons on either side
of tho c'levis which contaict the, ''ml)er lug to limit this
rotation. Because of the fieuuu. y selective mechanism, the
centcr of gravity of the danipei is above the axis and a
component of cc:ntrituqal t7orce causes a moment about this
axis. The limiter button reacts the torque while rubbing duc
to flaI:.pir,] ()f th Madre and damlper. The original Nylon
buttcns wore sUverely and were replaced with bronze oilite.
These also wore rapidly, but it was more expedient to replace
the limiters a few times during the test rather than effect a
design change. Future rotor heads would not try to correct
the rapid Wear with other materials, but rather do something
to rc-duce the Mnomunt of the lag damper which loaded the
button:;.
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1:pt~ ti-aiddown of thle hub and upper controls at. the comtp let ion
oft the te'st,* the to] 1c~winqt unsat ist act-ory c-onrti tic'ns wurc found.

* Joints i.Tl the titanium structure which still had
%' rmut e 72 as thc fret t inq inhibit-or showed Linc 4, jnt
tfret ting . All joints in the prototype had buen chanqed
to use alurnknum bronze with Ekonol.

0 1 ret tinq on thte ends ot bush iritis in the dr-ivc -ic issors
W.as; Sevil ý;imi lar to that ini Lhe scissors fat-iquu test.
Pr'oto~type parts were co~itim~tted at the time thv problemi
was initially recoqiiized in bunch test. No chanqe for
the proto(t ype was decided basedl on SUCCQýS fU 1 tat.iLJ U(
tes~isti ho t the sc issors , and thc 1r liited d(I01rue ot the
1 icVt t I Ik

* Liqht rust wa.,; f ound on the f'rat'ture surtaces of the
440(C corros juri-r-s i st ant st1--..' outer race ot the shear
btutari"I vit Thca~.r inPs n the DS'11T rotor were not
Jpassivat.ed andt thu rust stains are monst likely tree iron
(In t b mce Protcotype bearintis specity pass ivat i n

toirvven t recu r rfe'ncu

* ~ i ~ &~.J ryproducts of tCOr r0S 1koIl WO Lu found on thu
outs.Lde bearinq diamecter of the aluminumn statio~nary rinq,
m4d thu -:wa:,;hp lat-e bear inq showed rus;t spo~t: on the ins idu
d iarn t r. R~a in watoer had seeped undo r t he hear iny
rectainimnq rinq. The solut-ion )tteurcd was to prov ide a
pre formedI pack inq (0 r i nq;). Tni.7 had not boonl iixi 1('enicted
in tno, Prot-etype !.;washpl~it us.

~~l.


